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from the editor

Trying is: 
Relearning to Persevere

B Y  k I M  R .  J E S S u M

A
s�the�new�editor-in-chief�of�this�magazine,�I�have�
some� big� shoes� to� fill.� Each� editor-in-chief� has�
been� as� prestigious� as� the� next.� Our� last� editor,�
Debbie�Weinstein,� was� responsible� for� the� past�

year’s�quality� issues.�We�appreciate�her� leadership� and� thank�
her�for�her�dedication�to�the�magazine.
As�I�considered�what�to�write�in�my�

first� column,� I� thought� about� what�
most� impresses� me� about� attorneys�
in� Philadelphia.�My� first� thought�was�
how�hard-working�attorneys�also�excel�
in� extracurricular� activities� ranging�
from� sports� to� music.� Although� I� do�
not�claim�to�be�as�talented�as�many�of�
them,�I�can�certainly�relate�to�the�desire�
to�not�only�do�well�in�one’s�profession,�
but�to�also�do�well�in�an�activity�outside�
of�work.
I� have� been� a� long-distance� runner�

since� 1999� when� my� then� colleague,�
Dean�Flores,� asked� if� I�wanted� to� run�
the� Zoo� Run� for�Wildlife� 10K.� Since�
then,�I�have�run�several�marathons,�and�
after�qualifying�and�running�the�Boston�
Marathon,�I�needed�a�new�goal.�I�knew�
several� people� who� participated� in�
triathlons.�Since�I�had�been�bike�riding�
for�more�than�a�year�and�could�certainly�
handle� any� run,� I� decided� a� triathlon�
would� be� my� next� race.� I� registered�
for�the�SheRox�sprint�triathlon,�an�all-
female� event,� at� the� end� of�May� and�
immediately�started�training.
Training� for� the� biking� and� running�

legs� of� the� race� was� quite� easy� for� me.� But� the� swimming�
training�was�a�completely�different�story.�Little�did�I�know�that�
being� a� diver� in� high� school,� a� lifeguard� in�my� upper� teens,�
and�a�certified�scuba�diver�did�not�automatically�prepare�me�for�
a� half-mile� swim� in� the�Schuylkill�River� (yes,� the�Schuylkill�
River�and�it� is�clean�–�I�am�living�proof� that�one�can�survive�
after�swimming�in�it).
During�my�first�training�swim,�I�could�not�swim�freestyle�for�

more� than� two� laps�at� a� time�without� catching�my�breath.�At�
the�time,�I�thought,�how�could�I�ever�swim�half�a�mile?�I�had�to�
keep�working�at�it�because�I�already�registered�for�the�race�and�
for�me,�once�I�register�for�a�race,�I�am�determined�to�complete�
it.
After� several� weeks� of� swimming� and� receiving�

encouragement�from�my�coworkers�at�Stradley�Ronon�-�Dave,�
Caroline�and�Sheila�-�I�developed�the�cardio�necessary�to�swim�

a�half-mile�and�even�more.�The�next�step�was�to�participate�in�
an�open-water�clinic.�I�had�to�abandon�the�comfort�of�seeing�the�
line�at�the�bottom�of�the�pool�and�being�able�to�swim�to�the�side�
of� the�pool�or�stand� if� I�needed�a� rest.�Two�weeks�before� the�
triathlon,�I�jumped�into�the�Schuylkill�River�with�about�15�other�
women�for�a�mock�swim�event�and,�to�my�surprise,�I�became�

anxious�and�could�not�catch�my�breath.�
My�feelings�of�anxiety�had�been�present�
since�day�one�of�the�swim�training,�but�
elevated� as� race� day� approached.� A�
woman�who�I�had�never�met,�but�was�
designated� as� a�mentor� for� the� clinic,�
asked�if�I�was�OK�and,�feeling�helpless,�
I�said�“no.”�She�offered�me�a�board�so�
I�could�float�and�told�me�it�is�extremely�
common�for�people�swimming�in�open�
water� for� the� first� time� to� panic.� It�
even� happened� to� her,� a� competitive�
swimmer.� She� calmed� me� and� after�
a� few�minutes� of� rest,� I� proceeded� to�
swim� and� complete� two-tenths� of� a�
mile�in�the�water�where�I�could�only�see�
my�hands�in�front�of�me.
On�Aug.�1,�I�woke�at�6�a.m.�excited�

and� very� nervous� to� do� my� first�
triathlon.� It� was� a� perfect� day� with�
lower�humidity�and�cloudy�skies.�After�
getting� dressed� and� eating� my� high-
energy�breakfast,�I�rode�my�bike�to�the�
transition�area.�Once�there,�I�organized�
my� racing� accessories� to� quickly�
transition�from�the�swim�to�the�bike�to�
the� run.�Then,� I� just� had� to�wait� until�
my�starting�time�of�8:20.

At� 8:16� a.m.,� I� jumped� into� the�water� to� get� acclimated� to�
the�water�temperature�of�81�degrees,�practice�my�breathing�and�
wait� for� the� sound�of� the�horn.� I�positioned�myself� at� the� far�
side�of� the�buoys,� so� I�would� stay�out�of� the�crowd�of� about�
60�swimmers�in�my�wave�and�avoid�any�kicks�or�slaps�to�the�
face� or� other� body� part.�As� I� heard� the� horn,�my� excitement�
elevated�and�I�started�to�swim.�I�was�actually�swimming�and�not�
panicking.�At�times,�I�was�off�course�and�had�a�difficult� time�
passing�some�swimmers.
Nevertheless,� I� managed� to� complete� the� swim� feeling�

confident� and� relaxed.�When� the� two� race� volunteers� helped�
pull�me�out�of�the�river�onto�the�solid�land,�I�had�a�big�smile�on�
my�face,�acknowledged�my�personal�spectators�and�proceeded�
to�get�into�my�bike�gear�and�ride�away.
The�biking�portion�was�a�lot�of�fun.�I�managed�to�pass�many�

of�the�swimmers�who�were�much�faster�in�the�water�than�me�and�
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tackled�each�hill�in�Fairmount�Park�like�I�
was�“queen�of�the�mountain.”�After�just�
more� than� 15�miles,� I�was� back� to� the�
transition�area�and�into�my�running�gear�
in�two�minutes�flat.
As� I� started� to� run,� I� questioned�

whether� I� was� actually�moving� or� not.�
My� legs� felt� like� two� lead�weights� and�
I� was� thinking,� “how� could� a� person�
who� can� run� a� marathon� have� such� a�
hard�time�running�a�5K?”�After�about�a�
mile,� I� felt� like�a� runner�again�and� just�
concentrated�on�finishing.�As�soon�as�I�
saw�the�finish�line,�I�sprinted�as�hard�as�
I�could�and�felt�both�relieved�and�joyful�
as� I� crossed� the� finish� line�with� raised�
arms.� It� was� one� of� the� most� stressful�

races,�but�also�one�of�the�most�enjoyable�
races�I�have�ever�done.�I�now�plan�to�do�
more�triathlons�and�challenge�myself�to�
do� better,� especially� in� the� swimming�
portion.�Who�knows;�maybe�I�will�even�
do� an� Iron� Man.� I� invite� all� attorneys�
reading� this� to� send� to� the� magazine�
their� story� about� what� they� do� other�
than� work� many� long� hours.� I� know�
that�Philadelphia�lawyers�have�so�many�
wonderful�stories�to�tell�and�I�welcome�
those�lawyers�to�share�them�with�us.

Kim R. Jessum (kjessum@stradley.com),  
of counsel to Stradley Ronon Stevens & 
Young, LLP, is editor-in-chief of  
The Philadelphia Lawyer. 
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T
ime�spent�on�the�job�is�more�
important�than�time�spent�in�
the�classroom�when�it�comes�

to�determining�legal�professionals’�
odds�for�success�within�an�organiza-
tion.�More�than�half�(56�percent)�of�
lawyers�surveyed�recently�said�profes-
sional�experience�is�the�best�indicator�
of�career�potential�while�educational�
background�ranked�second�with�17�
percent�of�the�response.
�The�survey�was�developed�by�Robert�

Half� Legal� and� was� conducted� by� an�
independent�research�firm�and�includes�
responses�from�300�lawyers�among�the�
largest� law� firms� and� corporations� in�
the�United�States�and�Canada.
� Lawyers� were� asked,� “Which� of�

the�following�is�the�best�indicator�of�a�
job�candidate’s�potential�for�success�in�
your� organization?”� Their� responses:�
Previous� work� experience� or� prestige�

of� previous� firm� or� corporation� (56�
percent);� educational� background�
(17� percent);� referral� from� a� current�
employee�or�member�of�your�network�
(15� percent);� intelligence� (4� percent);�
other�(8�percent).
� “For� new� graduates,� university�

prestige� and� class� ranking� can� be�
instrumental� in� landing� a� first� job,”�
said�Charles�Volkert,�executive�director�
of� Robert� Half� Legal.� “But� as� legal�
professionals�progress� in� their�careers,�
a� proven� track� record� and� practice�
area�expertise�often�carry�more�weight�

with� employers.� These� qualifications�
allow� the� law� firm� or� corporate� legal�
department� to� add� bench� strength� and�
potentially�expand�their�client�roster.”
“For�job�seekers�early�in�their�careers,�

it’s� a� common� catch-22� situation�
that� they� need� experience� to� land� a�
new� position� and� a� position� to� gain�
experience,”�Volkert�said.�He�suggested�
contract� work,� part-time� or� temporary�
work�or�legal�internships�and�pro�bono�
projects� in� order� to� acquire� additional�
expertise�while�conducting�a�job�search.�

civil representation ■ work vs. school ■ bench-bar ■  in memoriam

BriefsBriefsBriefs
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L
ack�of�legal�representation�in�
civil�matters�is�hurting�those�
individuals’�cases,�and�is�nega-

tively�impacting�courtrooms,�according�
to�a�survey�of�judges�by�the�American�
Bar�Association.
Approximately� 1,000� state� trial�

judges� responded� to� the� survey,� which�
posed� questions� about� their� dockets,�
self-representation� and� the� impact� on�
the�courts.�More�than�half�of�the�judges�
stated� that� their� dockets� increased� in�
2009,� with� the� most� common� areas�
of� increase� involving� foreclosures,�
domestic�relations,�consumer�issues�such�
as� debt,� and� non-foreclosure� housing�
issues�such�as�rental�disputes.

Sixty�percent�of�judges�said�that�fewer�
parties�are�being�represented�by�lawyers,�
with� 62� percent� saying� that� parties�
are� negatively� impacted� by� not� being�
represented.� The� impact� is� exemplified�
through� a� failure� to� present� necessary�
evidence� (94� percent),� procedural�
errors� (89� percent),� ineffective� witness�
examination� (85� percent),� failure� to�
properly�object�to�evidence�(81�percent)�
and�ineffective�argument�(77�percent).
During� a� time� when� state� budgets�

are� constrained,� agencies� as� well� as�
courts� are� being� asked� to� become�
more� efficient.� However,� the� increase�
in� non-represented� parties� makes� this�
more� difficult� for� courts.� The� lack� of�

representation�has�a�negative�impact�on�
the�court,�said�78�percent�of�the�judges,�
and�90�percent�of�judges�stated�that�court�
procedures�are�slowed�when�parties�are�
not�represented.
�Nearly�half�of�the�judges�responding�

believe� that� there� is� a�middle-class�gap�
with�respect�to�access�to�justice,�stating�
that� the� number� of� people�who� are� not�
represented�and�who�do�not�qualify� for�
aid�has�increased.
The�survey�of�judges�on�the�impact�of�

the�economic�downturn�on�representation�
in�the�courts�was�conducted�for�the�ABA�
Coalition�for�Justice.�Respondents�hailed�
from�around�the�country.

Lack of Civil Representation Harms Individuals, Impacts Courts, Judges Tell ABA

Job Experience Tops Classroom Work as Barometer for Legal Success, Survey Finds



W
ednesday,�Oct.�13�is�the�deadline�to�register�online�for�the�Philadelphia�
Bar�Association’s�Bench-Bar�&�Annual�Conference�at�the�Borgata�in�
Atlantic�City,�N.J.�on�Oct.�15�and�16.

Fourteen�CLE�programs�in�a�variety�of�practice�areas�are�being�planned,�in�which�
attendees� can� earn� up� to� eight� hours� of� credit� (including� the� opportunity� to� earn�
two�ethics� credits).�The�programs�will� feature� judges� and� some�of� the� city’s�most�
well-known�practitioners,�who�will�use� their�expertise�and�experience� to�enlighten�
attendees.
� A� dramatic� re-enactment� commemorating� the� 275th�

anniversary� of�Andrew� Hamilton’s� historic� 1735� defense� of�
printer�John�Peter�Zenger�will�be�offered�for�CLE�credit�as�the�
opening�program�on�Oct.�15.�The�case�established�the�concept�
of� freedom� of� the� press� and� coined� the� term� “Philadelphia�
lawyer.”�A� state-of-the-court� program�will� also� be� offered� for�
CLE�credit�as�the�closing�program�on�Saturday,�Oct.�16.�
CLE� seminars� are� being� planned� by� the� Business� Law�

Section,�Criminal� Justice�Section,�Family�Law�Section,�Public�
Interest� Section,� Real� Property� Section,� State� Civil� Litigation�
Section,�Young�Lawyers�Division,�Bar-News�Media�Committee,�
Federal�Courts�Committee�and� the�Professional�Responsibility�
Committee.
In�addition,�one�of�the�highlights�of�the�conference�will�be�the�

Grand�Reception�on�Friday,�Oct.�15.�This�year’s�event�will�be�
held�at�Mixx,�the�Borgata’s�high-energy�dance�club.
Register� for� the� 2010�Bench-Bar� and�Annual�Conference� at�

philabenchbar.org�by�Wednesday,�Oct.�13.�Walk-in�registration�
will�be�available�at�the�Borgata�in�Atlantic�City�on�Oct.�15�and�
Oct.�16.

Hon.�Joseph�A.�Dych
Aug 19, 2010, Age 68

Jeremy�E.�Goldstein
June 19, 2010, Age 78

William�D.�Marvin
June 29, 2010, Age 54

Hon.�Ronald�B.�Merriweather
June 24, 2010, Age 72

Ronald�B.�Myrter
Apr. 6, 2010, Age 82

Harris�Ominsky
Aug. 16, 2010, Age 77

Elliot�Unterberger
May 11, 2010, Age 86
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■   i n  M e M o r i a M  ■

Please send In Memoriam notices 
to tplmag@philabar.org.

Have you considered a contribution to the Philadelphia Bar 
Foundation in memory of a de ceased colleague?

For information, call Gene Sirni, 
Foundation Executive Director, at 215-238-6334.

Get Published in

The Editorial Board of this mag-
azine welcomes submissions 
from attorneys and other profes-
sionals who wish to share their 
expertise on law-related topics.

Articles must be original and 
previously unpublished.

Manuscripts should adhere to 
the following word counts:

*  Major Law-Related 
       Articles: 2,000 words

*  Other Law-Related 
      Features: 1,500 words

*  General Interest: 1,500 words

*  Fiction: 1,000 words

*  Practice Areas: 750 words

*  Essays or Humor: 750 words

*  Book Reviews: 750 words

For more information 
about submitting articles, 

e-mail: tplmag@philabar.org.

Oct. 13 is Registration Deadline for 
Bench-Bar & Annual Conference at Borgata



10 Worst Decisions
Concerning� “The� 10�Worst� Supreme�

Court� Decisions”� in� the� Summer� 2010�
issue,�in�my�experience, Kelso v. City of 
New London� (allowing� use� of� eminent�
domain� taking� for� a� private� developer)�
is� decidedly� not� highly� controversial.�
Everyone� I� know,� whether� lawyer� or�
layman,� politically� leftist� or� rightist,�
dislikes� this� decision� –� some� because�
it� took,� if� not� from� the� poor,� then� at�
least� from� the� not-well-off,� to� give� to�
the� rich;� some� because� it� violated� the�
traditional�concept�of�taking�for�a�public�
purpose,�such�as�for�roads�and�schools,�
by� apparently� saying� that� a� private�

commercial� use� could� be� a� public�
purpose�if�it�brought�in�more�tax�money�
than� a� residence,� and� some� don’t� like�
it� for� both� reasons.� I� have� never� heard�
anybody�say�a�good�word�about�Kelso.�
Well,�maybe�I�just�don’t�know�the�wrong�
people.

George Scott Stewart III

Editor-in-Chief
In� the� Spring� 2010� issue� of� The 

Philadelphia Lawyer�magazine,�I�wrote�
about� the� diversity� of� the� Editorial�
Board�members�in�my�Editor-in-Chief’s�
column.� I� am� pleased� to� report� that�

after� distribution� of� that� issue,� I� heard�
from� several�Association�members� that�
historically�there�had�been�more�women�
attorneys� serving� on� the� Board� than�
I� had� reported,� notably� Arline� Jolles�
Lotman� and� Ruth� E.� Ganister.� Many�
thanks�to�these�women�for�their�service�
on�the�Board.��
If� any�other� readers�know�of�women�

attorneys� who� have� served� on� the�
Board�prior�to�2004,�I�would�very�much�
appreciate�your�contacting�me�so�that�we�
can�develop� a� comprehensive�portrayal�
of�their�contributions.�Many�thanks.

Deborah Weinstein
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H
ow�candid�do�you�
have�to�be�in�dealing�
with�opposing�coun-
sel?��The�Pennsylva-
nia�Rules�of�Profes-

sional�Conduct�set�forth�a�group�of�“shall�
nots”�in�Rule�3.4:�

Fairness to Opposing Party and 
Counsel 

A�lawyer�shall�not:�

(a)��unlawfully� obstruct� another�
party’s� access� to� evidence� or�
unlawfully� alter,� destroy� or�
conceal� a� document� or� other�
material� having� potential�
evidentiary� value� or� assist�
another� person� to� do� any� such�
act;�

(b)��falsify� evidence,� counsel� or�
assist�a�witness�to�testify�falsely,�
pay,� offer� to� pay,� or� acquiesce�
in�the�payment�of�compensation�
to� a� witness� contingent� upon�
the� content� of� the� witness’�
testimony� or� the� outcome� of�
the�case;�but�a�lawyer�may�pay,�
cause� to� be� paid,� guarantee� or�
acquiesce�in�the�payment�of:�

(1)��expenses� reasonably� incurred�
by� a� witness� in� attending� or�
testifying;�

(2)��reasonable� compensation� to� a�
witness�for�the�witness’�loss�of�
time�in�attending�or�testifying,�and�

(3)��a�reasonable�fee�for�the�professional�
services�of�an�expert�witness;�

(c)��when� appearing� before� a� tribunal,�
assert� the� lawyer’s�personal�opinion�
as� to� the� justness� of� a� cause,� as� to�
the�credibility�of�a�witness,�as�to�the�
culpability�of�a�civil�litigant,�or�as�to�
the�guilt�or�innocence�of�an�accused;�
but� the� lawyer� may� argue,� on� the�
lawyer’s� analysis� of� the� evidence,�
for� any� position� or� conclusion�with�
respect� to� the�matters� stated�herein;�
or�

(d)��request� a� person�other� than� a� client�
to� refrain� from� voluntarily� giving�
relevant�information�to�another�party�
unless:�

(1)��the�person�is�a�relative�or�an�employee�
or�other�agent�of�a�client;�and�

(2)��the� lawyer� reasonably� believes� that�
the� person’s� interests� will� not� be�
adversely� affected� by� refraining�
from� giving� such� information� and�
such� conduct� is� not� prohibited� by�
Rule�4.2.�

Some�are�obvious.�A�lawyer�can’t�pay�
a� fact� witness� a� fee� for� testifying,� and�
cannot�pay�an�expert�witness�a�contingent�
fee.� �A� lawyer� can� advance� a� client� or�
witness� some� out-of-pocket� costs� for�
attendance� at� meetings,� depositions,�
medical�exams�and�the�like,�but�cannot�
pay�lost�wages�or�living�expenses.�
Of� course,� a� lawyer� cannot� conceal,�

alter�or�destroy�evidence,�or�counsel�or�
assist� a� client� in� doing� so.� Besides� the�
civil� or� disciplinary� ramifications,� it�
may�constitute�a�criminal�act.�
When� a� lawyer� argues� a� position� to�

a� trier� of� fact,� the� lawyer� cannot� give�
his� opinion� of� a� witness’s� credibility,�
but� may� advocate� based� upon� the�
facts� presented.� Guidance� Committee�
opinions� have� said� that� a� lawyer� must�
disclose�the�death�of�a�client�to�adverse�
counsel� or� an� adjustor,� particularly� if�
involved� in� settlement�discussions,� and�
especially� if� future� medicals� or� lost�
wages�are�being�claimed.�
A� lawyer� cannot� lie� or� misrepresent�

a� fact� to� adverse� counsel.� Within� the�
bounds� of� zealous� advocacy,� a�
lawyer� may� argue� the� client’s�
position�in�a�case,�may�highlight�the�
favorable�facts�and�inferences,�and�
downplay� or� omit� the� unfavorable�
ones,� but� otherwise� must� tell� the�
truth.�
If�a�lawyer�learns�that�something�

presented�to�opposing�counsel�is�not�
accurate,� such� as� a� mathematical�
calculation,�the�lawyer�must�correct�
it�if�it�is�relevant�to�the�case�going�
forward.�
If� a� lawyer� receives� an�

inadvertent� communication� (i.e.,�
fax,� e-mail� or� letter)� from�adverse�
counsel,� meant� for� that� counsel’s�
client� or� a� third�party,�Rule�4.4(b)�
requires� the� lawyer� to� notify� the�
sender� promptly.� Whether� the�
lawyer�uses�the�communication,�or�
shares�it�with�the�lawyer’s�client,�is�
not�stated,�and�is�therefore�left�up�to�

the�lawyer,�but�note�that�the�ABA�Model�
Rules,�and�the�disciplinary�rules�in�other�
states,�prohibit�use�and/or�sharing.�
In�short,�the�“fairness”�toward�adverse�

counsel�is�somewhat�akin�to�the�“candor”�
required� toward� the� court� under� Rule�
3.3,�and�should�be�carefully�considered�
at�all�times.�

David I. Grunfeld (dgrunfeld@astorweiss.
com), of counsel to Astor Weiss Kaplan & 
Mandel, LLP, is a member of the editorial 
board of The Philadelphia Lawyer. 
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W
hat�is�the�law�
of�paternity�in�
Pennsylvania?�
Traditionally,�
the�courts�have�

long�held�that�there�is�a�presumption�of�
paternity�if�a�child�was�born�to�a�married�
couple.�The�husband�was�presumed�to�be�
the�father�and�DNA�tests�that�suggested�
otherwise�were�irrelevant.
Recent� law,� however,� has� eroded� the�

presumption�of�paternity.�Many�believe�
it� inequitable� to� hold�
a�man�responsible�for�
the�support�of�a�child�
when�it�is�clear�to�all�
that� the� child� is� not�
his� biological� child.�
The� courts� recently�
all� but� abolished�
the� presumption’s�
legitimacy�by�holding�
that� it� now� only�
applies� if� there� is� an�
intact� family� at� the�
time�the�presumption�
is� raised,� which�
essentially�eliminates�
the� presumption�
of� paternity.� The�
presumption� is� not�
raised� when� the�
family� is� intact� as�
an� action� for� child�
support� can� lie� only�
when� the� parents� are�
separated.��
If�a�child�is�born�out�of�wedlock,�there�

is� no� presumption� of� paternity.� One�
might� then� conclude� that� if� there� is� no�
presumption� of� paternity,� the� next� step�
in� any� paternity� determination� would�
be� to� conduct� DNA� tests.� There� is� an�
equitable�doctrine,�however,�that�can�be�
applied�before�DNA�tests�are�compelled�
by�the�court.�Paternity�by�estoppel�is�the�
doctrine� that� a� man� can� be� held� liable�
for� the� support� of� a� minor� child� even�
though�DNA� tests�may� exclude�him�as�

the�biological� father.�The�basis� for� this�
doctrine�is�that�if�the�man�held�the�child�
out� as� his� own� and� the� child� believes�
that�he�is�the�father,�it�would�be�unfair�to�
the�child�to�be�then�told�that�the�man�he�
believed�to�be�his�father,�is,�in�fact,�not�
his�father.��
The�doctrine�of�paternity�by�estoppel�

is� “merely� the� legal� determination� that�
because� of� a� person’s� conduct� (e.g.�
holding� out� the� child� as� his� own,� or�
supporting� the� child)� –� that� person,�

regardless� of� his� true� biological� status,�
will�not�be�permitted�to�deny�parentage,�
nor� will� the� child’s� mother,� who� has�
participated�in�this�conduct,�be�permitted�
to�sue�a�third�party�for�support,�claiming�
that� the� third� party� is� the� true� father�
…� The� doctrine� is� aimed� at� achieving�
fairness� as� between� the� parents� by�
holding�both�mother�and�father� to� their�
prior�conduct�regarding�the�paternity�of�
the� child.”� Further,� “estoppel� is� based�
on�the�public�policy�that�children�should�

be�secure�in�knowing�who�their�parents�
are.�If�a�certain�person�has�acted�as�the�
parent� and� bonded� with� the� child,� the�
child�should�not�be�required�to�suffer�the�
potentially� damaging� trauma� that� may�
come�from�being�told�that�the�father�he�
has�known�all�his� life� is�not� in� fact�his�
father.”� �Brinkley v. King,�549�Pa.�241,�
701�A.2d�176,180� (1997).�Examples�of�
a�putative� father�holding�a�child�out�as�
his�own,�include�holding�out�the�child�as�
his� own� to� relative� and� friends,� paying�

child� support� for� the�
benefit� of� the� child�
without� challenging�
paternity�and�seeking�
to� enforce� custody�
rights� through�
courts.��
Paternity� by�

estoppel� is� often�
applied� before� DNA�
tests� are� taken� and�
makes� such� testing�
irrelevant.� It� can�
also� be� applied�
after� DNA� tests� are�
conducted.��
What� if� the� man�

was� deceived� by�
the� woman� into�
believing� that� he�
was� the� father?�Does�
paternity� by� estoppel�
still� apply?� There� is�
an� exception� to� the�
application� of� the�

doctrine� of� paternity� by� estoppel:� if�
the�mother� fraudulently� induced� a�man�
into�believing�that�he�was�the�biological�
father,� the�man�may�avoid� the�doctrine�
of�paternity�by�estoppel.��
“However,� when� an� individual�

acknowledges�paternity�only�as�a�result�
of� fraud� and� outside� the� context� of� an�
intact� family,� the� application� of� the�
estoppel� does� not� serve� the� underlying�
policy�interests.”��
The� traditional� test� for� fraud� is�

Paternity, Estoppel and Fraud
family law By JuLIE A. AuERBACH
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1)� a� misrepresentation;� 2)� a� fraudulent�
utterance;� 3)� an� intention� by� the�maker� that�
the� recipient�will� thereby�be� induced� to� act;�
4)� justifiable� reliance� by� the� recipient� upon�
the�misrepresentation;� and�5)� damage� to� the�
recipient�as�a�proximate�result.��
Courts�have�held�that�the�mother�is�the�only�

person�who�knows�if�there�could�be�more�than�
one� father� of� the� child� as� she� “holds� all� of�
the� cards.”� If� she�withholds� this� information�
or� lies� about� it,� she� has� committed� a� fraud�
on� the� putative� father.� Such� fraud� can� be� a�
basis� to� escape� the� doctrine� of� paternity� by�
estoppel.�Other�jurisdictions�have�taken�more�
aggressive� actions� to� abrogate� the� estoppel�
doctrine.� Florida� has� enacted� a� statute� that�
creates�a�cause�of�action�for�disestablishment�
of� paternity.� Such� an� action� can� be� filed� if�
the�man�becomes�aware�of�newly�discovered�
evidence�that�proves�that�he�is�not�the�child’s�
father.�See�Florida�statute�742.18,�which�was�
made�effective�in�2006.��
As�more�and�more�children�are�being�born�

out�of�wedlock,�the�courts�are�more�frequently�
caused� to� rule� on� complicated� family�
situations�regarding�paternity.�The�law�in�this�
area�has�undergone�significant�changes�in�the�
recent�past�and�is�likely�to�continue�to�change�
in�the�near�future.

Julie A. Auerbach (jauerbach@astorweiss.com) 
is a partner with Astor Weiss Kaplan & Mandel, 
LLP.
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W
hat�does�your�hat�rack�
look�like�at�your�of-
fice?�How�many�hooks�
are�there?�Are�there�

enough�hooks�for�your�receptionist�hat,�
secretary�hat,�law�clerk�hat,�IT�support�
hat,�janitor�hat�and�bookkeeper�hat?�Is�
there�a�hook�left�over�for�your�lawyer�
hat?�Or�do�you�just�toss�them�
on�the�floor�and�then�scramble�
to�find�the�right�hat�for�the�
task�at�hand?�And�how�do�you�
keep�track�of�all�those�hats�
without�diving�into�the�bottle�
of�Tylenol*?�(*NOTE:�I�am�
not�advocating�any�particular�
painkiller;�Advil,�aspirin�or�
Aleve�will�also�do�just�fine.)
This� is� the� dilemma� faced�

by� solo� attorneys� and� even�
many� smaller� law�offices� that�
don’t�have�separate�people�for�
all� those� jobs.� The� question�
is� essentially� how� to� handle�
all� these� tasks� and� assure� a�
smooth-running� law� practice.�
The�answer�lies�somewhere�in�
the�spectrum�between�efficient�time�and�
resource�management�and�hiring�help.
Most� lawyers� handle� very� similar�

daily� tasks,� whether� you� are� a� solo�
or� work� in� a� very� large� office.� These�
tasks� are,� not� in� order� of� significance,�
answering� client� calls;� doing� legal�
research;�preparing�forms�or�documents;�
communicating� with� opposing� counsel�
and/or�vendors;�coordinating�schedules;�
docketing� deadlines;� billing� and�
administrative� tasks� (yes,� even� filing�
deserves�your�attention�once�in�a�while);�
court� appearances;� and� the� necessary�
water� cooler� break.�As� most� attorneys�
know,�these�tasks�can�take�up�about�100�
hours�of�a�40-hour�work�week;�if�you’re�
a�solo,�perhaps�more.

MANAGING TIME, RESOuRCES

In� this� technological� age,� the� first�
logical�resource�is�.�.�.�well,�technology.�
Use�of�technology�should�be�focused�on�

increasing�efficiency.�If�it�will�take�you�
two�weeks�to�learn�how�to�use�the�new�
gadget,�it�is�not�a�wise�use�of�your�time.�
In�addition,� if� it� is�outdated�technology�
or�adds�too�much�incremental�cost,�it�is�
not�a�wise�choice�of�equipment.
For� those� that� still� have� the� need�

or� use� of� faxes,� a� smarter� choice� is� a�

service� like� eFax� (www.efax.com)� or�
Fax2Mail� (www.fax2mail.com),� where�
you� can� send� faxes� direct� from� your�
computer� and� receive� faxes� in� your�
e-mail�inbox.�You�achieve�the�same�task,�
but� your� additional� incremental� cost� is�
very� low� because� you� are� using� your�
existing� computer,� Internet� and� e-mail�
technologies.
Another� useless� waste� of� time� is�

making� trips� to� the� post� office.� Most�
solos� and� small� firms� don’t� have� their�
own� shipping� department.� Instead,� you�
can�either�buy�stamps�by�mail�from�the�
Postal�Service�(www.usps.com)�or�use�a�
service� like� Stamps.com� (www.stamps.
com)� to� handle� all� your� postage� needs�
in�your�small�office,�while� tracking�the�
costs�to�bill�them�back�to�your�client.�
You� need� to� rely� heavily� on� the�

Internet.� Not� only� does� this� make� you�
more�efficient,�but�it�will�also�save�you�

a� lot� of� money.� Why� pay� for� bound�
volumes� of� the� court� rules� when� they�
are� all� available� online?� If� you� have�
access�to�a�legal�research�service�such�as�
FastCase�(www.fastcase.com),�why�pay�
for�Westlaw�or�LexisNexis?�In�addition,�
a� lot� of� court� and� other� resources� are�
available� online,� such� as� court� forms,�

law�review�articles,�and�e-mail�
lists� such� as� Solosez� (www.
solosez.net)�that�can�answer�a�
lot�of�your�questions.
Answering� the� telephone�

creates� inefficiencies� because�
it� typically� interrupts� another�
task.� Virtual� assistants� are�
becoming� more� accepted�
and� affordable.� For� example,�
Ruby� Receptionists� (www.
callruby.com)� can� handle� all�
of� your� “front� desk”� needs�
such� as� answering� calls� and�
initial� client� intake.� Virtual�
paralegals� are� also� providing�
some� relief� to� those� practices�
that� involve�substantial� forms�
work.� StarrParalegals� (www.

starrparalegals.com)� assist� attorneys�
involved� in� bankruptcy� and� creditors’�
rights�work.
There� are� some� “low-tech”� solutions�

to� the� time� management� dilemma� as�
well.��Here�are�a�few�tips:
•��Don’t�take�every�call�(also�known�as�
“that’s�what�voicemail�is�for”).

•��Prioritize� assignments� based� on�
legal�deadlines.�This�seems�obvious�
(from� a� malpractice� standpoint),�
but� does� carry� a� downside� from� a�
client� satisfaction� perspective.� This�
is� often� a� difficult� choice� to� make�
and� many� clients� don’t� understand�
why� their� project� is� not� the�highest�
priority.� You� may� be� tempted� to�
perform� work� for� clients� that� are�
paying�at�a�higher�rate�or�on�a�more�
regular�basis,�but�always� remember�
that� a� dissatisfied� client� is� likely� to�
do�greater�harm�to�your�practice�than�

The Total Solo
law Practice maNaGemeNt By ROBERT C. THuRSTON
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the�hourly�rate�for�a�happy�client.
•��Schedule� time� for� administrative�
needs.� Disorganization� breeds�
inefficiency.� Although� the� funny�
YouTube�video� somebody� sent� you�
is�more�entertaining�than�filing,�step�
away� from� the� computer� for� a� bit�
and� do� yourself� a� favor� by� paying�
attention�to�these�sleeping�monsters�
we�call�“nonbillable�work.”

WHEN TO GET HELP

Even� though� as� a� solo� or� small� firm�
lawyer�you�admittedly�have�the�powers�
of� a� superhero,� even� superheroes� need�
sidekicks� sometimes.� You� need� to�
recognize� when� and� how� to� get� help.�
Many� tasks�can�be�subcontracted� to�an�
outside�service�or�handled�by�a�part-time�
employee.�The�key�to�knowing�when�it�
is� time� to� set� the� ego� aside� and� allow�
someone� into�your�cloister� is�when� the�
nonbillable�tasks�are�taking�up�more�of�
your�time�than�the�billable�tasks.
Shared�office�suites�also�offer�unified�

services� where� a� receptionist� will�
answer�your�phone�with�your�company�
name.� They� also� provide� conference�
rooms,�technology�connections,�fax�and�
mail�services,�and�many�other�standard�

services� available� to� larger� firms� at� a�
much-reduced� price.� An� example� of�
this�service�is�HQ�(www.hq.com),�with�
office�suites�all�over�the�country.
Finally,� consider� outsourcing� your�

legal� research� and� writing.� Many�
lawyers�market� themselves� exclusively�
in� these�services.�Lisa�Solomon�(www.
questionoflaw.net),�a�New�York�attorney,�
concentrates�her�work�in�legal�research�
and�writing� for� attorneys.�Having� such�
tasks� handled� by� an� outside� service,�
properly� pre-approved� by� the� client� of�
course,�can�free�up�your�time�to�handle�
other�tasks.

CAVEAT EMPTOR

There� are,� however,� some� cautions�
to� these� approaches.� Never� forget�
your� ethical� responsibilities� and� your�
obligations� to� your� client.� Again,� this�
is�obvious,�but�where�larger�firms�have�
committees�to�handle�ethical�issues�and�
sophisticated� software� and� staff� to� run�
checks�for�the�remotest�of�conflicts,�the�
solo�or�small�firm�lawyer�must�dig�into�
his/her� negligible� available� time� and�
perform� these�same� tasks�at�an�equally�
proficient�level.
Since�you�have�so�many�hats�on�your�

hat�rack�as�a�solo�or�small�firm�attorney,�
you�need�to�always�keep�ethics�and�client�
responsibilities�on�your�mind.�It�can�be�
maddening�because�the�normal�response�
is�“I�don’t�have�time�to�do�all�this.”�But�
your�cry�will�likely�go�unheard�because�
you�have�chosen�the�size�and�nature�of�
your�practice.
Thus,� the� final,� and� perhaps� most�

important,� tip� I� can� offer� is� that� you�
manage�the�number�of�clients�and�cases�
you�accept.�You�can�easily�fall� into�the�
trap� of� thinking� more� clients� equals�
more�revenue�and�I�can�feed�my�family�
next� month.� If� you� neglect� (hence� the�
root�of�the�term�negligence)�one�client,�
it�can�ruin�all�that�hard�work�you’ve�put�
into�everything�else.�By�soiling�one�hat,�
you� may� need� to� take� your� entire� hat�
collection�to�the�dry�cleaners.
As� a� friend� of� mine� succinctly� put�

it,� “Run� your� practice;� don’t� let� your�
practice� run� you.”� �Now� take� off� your�
hats�and�go�home.������

Robert C. (T.J.) Thurston (tj@lawyers1st.
com) is principal of Lawyers1st, LLC.

Don’t go it alone. Here are some resources that will make your 
work life that much easier.

Fax to e-mail Services 
 • eFax – www.efax.com
 • MyFax – www.myfax.com
 • Fax2Mail – www.fax2mail.com
 • RingCentral – www.ringcentral.com
 • TrustFax – www.trustfax.com

Mail and Shipping Services 
 • Stamps.com – www.stamps.com
 • USPS – http://shop.usps.com
 • UPS – www.ups.com
 • FedEx – www.fedex.com/us/
 • DHL - www.dhl-usa.com
 • Uship - www.uship.com (for larger items)

Legal Research 
 • Fastcase – www.fastcase.com
 •  Google Scholar - http://scholar.google.com (Select “Legal 

Opinions and Journals.”)
 • Loislaw - www.loislaw.com
 • Versuslaw – www.versuslaw.com
 • Findlaw – www.findlaw.com
 •  Legal Information Institute at Cornell University - www.law.

cornell.edu
 • lexisONE from LexisNexis – www.lexisone.com

Court Forms / Email Lists / Other Resources
 • Pennsylvania Courts - www.courts.state.pa.us
 • Philadelphia Courts - www.courts.phila.gov
 •  Philadelphia Courts Forms Center - www.courts.phila.gov/

forms/
 • Solosez – www.solosez.net
 •  Washington University Law School Mailing Lists - http://lists.

washlaw.edu/mailman/listinfo (various state and subject mat-
ter free email lists)

Virtual Assistants / Virtual Offices / Virtual Paralegals
 • Ruby Receptionists – www.callruby.com
 • Onebox - www.onebox.com
 • Receptionist.org - www.receptionist.org
 • Regus - http://virtualoffices.regus.com
 • Intelligent Office - www.intelligentoffice.com
 • StarrParalegals - www.starrparalegals.com
 • The Virtual Paralegal - www.thevirtualparalegal.com
 • Full Service Virtual Support - http://fullservicesupport.com

Shared Office Space / Executive Suites
 • HQ – www.hq.com
 • Alliance Business Centers - www.abcn.com
 • businesssuites - www.businessuites.com

Legal Research and Writing Services
 • Lisa Solomon - www.questionoflaw.net
 •  Outsource2India - www.outsource2india.com/creative-ser-

vices/writing/legal-writing.asp (If you don’t mind sending your 
legal work across the globe)

 •  Prism Legal Consulting - www.prismlegal.com

Solo Resources



It� began� in� the� July� of� the� most� serious� sickness� of� my�
late�youth,�a�youth�slipping�into�early�middle�age.�The�same�
summer�as�the�onset�of�my�father’s�final�illness.�I�was�shocked�
by� my� yellow� image� in� the� bathroom� mirror.�Yellow� skin.�
Yellow�eyes�where�whites�should�have�been.�The�low-grade�
fever� I�had�been� ignoring� for�days�no� longer� seemed� trivial�
and�temporary.
The� blood� test� confirmed� that� I� had� caught� a� virus�while�

traveling�in�a�country�where�there�thrived�diseases�unknown�
in�my�own.�Unknown�at�least�in�such�virulent�strength.�A�virus�
that�most� healthy� adults� defeated�most� of� the� time,� but� one�
that�killed�often�enough�to�be�taken�seriously.�The�illness�was�
hanging�on�stronger�and�longer�in�an�unsettling�way.
I�got�up�slowly�and�lifted�the�receiver�off�the�old�black�wall�

phone� to�kill� the�clang�of�steel�bells.�Nervous�fear�hummed�
and�vibrated�in�the�gap�between�the�words�of�the�conversation�
with�my� father.�The� curled� chord� stretched� and� shrunk� as� I�
paced�and�then�sunk�back�weakly�into�the�sagging�sofa.
“Don’t�worry,�son�.�.�.�,”�he�wheezed.
As�a�teenager�I�had�always�chafed�at�“son.”�It�had�seemed�

so�much�a�part�of�a�time�past.�His�time,�not�mine.�The�word�
that�had�once�irritated�now�touched�and�comforted.
“You’ll�be�all� right,�son.�Don’t�worry.� I�knew�guys� in� the�

war� who� caught� things� like� that� in�
the� Pacific.� Weak� as� babies� for� a�
while,� they� turned� yellow� and� they�
piss� –� they� urinated� –� God-awful�
colors.� Then� they� were� all� right.�
They� always� pulled� through,”� he�
continued�in�a�fading�voice�that�half�
swallowed�“always.”

“We’re�lucky.�We’ve�always�had�luck,�son,”�he�trailed�off.
I�stared�through�the�transparent�telephone�dial�at�the�large�

white� numbers� and� smaller� letters� bordering� them,� as� his�
voice�trailed�off�completely.�Words�overtaken,�then�passed�by�
thoughts.�Muffled�by�unspoken�memory�that�things�were�not�
“always”�all�right.
Some� firmness� and� volume� bounced� back� into� his� voice,�

but� a� sad� cadence� and� tone� clung� to� it.� Despite� my� usual�
skepticism�I�was�having�trouble�mustering�energy�to�doubt.�I�
wanted�to�lean�on�him�and�hug�him�like�the�child�running�to�
welcome�him�home�after�a�week�on�the�road,�grabbing�at�his�
legs�as�they�swung�from�Chevy�to�sidewalk.
If�“always”�truly�was�always�why�was�it�spoken�so�sadly?
Steamy�Philadelphia�August�days�–�days�worn�as�much�as�

lived�–�crawled�by.�Ridiculous� to�be� sick�with�one�of� those�
illnesses�that�should�have�been�kicked�in�a�couple�of�days�with�
a�few�doses�of�something.�But�the�grey�grizzled,�hard�drinking�
tropical�docs,�the�affluent�world�travelers,�the�crucifix�adorned�
nuns�and�the�missionaries,�they�all�still�swore�that�drugs�were�
useless�or�worse.�Unnecessary,�unhelpful,�maybe�dangerous.�A�
few�weeks’�rest�should�be�enough.�And�no�booze.�Absolutely�
no�alcohol.�No�smooth�golden�whiskey�relief�and�respite.�No�
cool�foaming�amber�beer�relaxant.�They�could�do�you�in,� in�

I
pinched� the�flap�back� into� the�small�cardboard�box�and� feathered� it�
gently�back�onto�the�desktop.�Beyond�reluctant,�I�was�loath�to�admit�
it,� but� felt� myself� giving� ground.� Beginning� to� concede� that� there�
just�might�be�a�tiny�bit�of�balance�in�a�seemingly�arbitrary�universe.�

Whatever� I� felt� fell� far� short� of� belief.�More� an� erosion� of� a� long� clung-to�
doubt.�A�shadow�of�faith�rather�than�faith�itself.
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your�weakened�state.
Days� folded� into�weeks� and� I� could�

not� shake� fever� or� recover� strength.�
Dad� and� I� lived� too� far� apart� to� visit�
in�less�than�a�day�in�the�best�of�times.�
These�were�far�from�best.�The�turnpike�
that� fed� into� two-lane� Coal� Region�
roads� would� have� to� wait.� The� phone�
was�what�we�had.

Autumn� began� blue-skyed,� crisp,�
and� sunny.� I� grew� better� and� he� grew�
worse.� Gone� finally� were� my� night�
sweats.�He�faded�and�then�drifted� into�
a� dreamy� delirious� corner� where� his�
mind� anxiously� sprinted,� slowed,� then�
shut�down.�Abandoned�and�soon�to�be�
orphaned�by�its�tired�body.�I�grew�strong�
enough�to�drive�the�one-day�round�trips�
to� the� hospital� that� now� held� him.� A�
place�for�veterans�who�could�not�pay�or�
who�were�no� longer�welcome� in�other�
hospitals�where� they�were�expected� to�
recover.� He� was� wheeled� into� a� dark�
green�ward�from�which�old�men�rarely�
returned.
The�visits�were�worth� it� for�us�both�

at�the�beginning.�Later�they�grew�even�
more� precious� for� me� but� I� could� no�
longer� be� sure� how� he� felt.� He� could�
no� longer� tell� me.� The� conversations�
that�had�been�slowing,�stopped.�Tubes�
and� pumps� blocked� speech� and� then�
consciousness� itself.� His� blue� eyes�
were�closed�much�of�the�time,�but�even�
when�open�did�not�seem�to�recognize.
The� holidays� approached� with� light�

clipped� more� each� day.� In� January,�
in� the� deepest� trough� of�winter,�when�
family�members� often� let� go,� he� died.�
Most�of�the�family�deaths,�at�least�those�
close�and�known,�came�in�the�heart�of�
Pennsylvania�Coal�Region�winters�with�
earth�frozen�iron-hard,�and�air�freezing�
and�brittle.�My�father�remained�faithful�
to�family.

My� own� son� arrived� the� following�
year.� I� saw� that� shocked,� pink� and�
wrinkled�face�emerge�from�his�mother.�I�
had�seen�that�blue-eyed�gaze�before.�My�
father�had�worn�an� increasing�puzzled�
look�that�grew�daily�more�confused�as�
he� gradually� withdrew.� My� newborn�
began� from� the� same� point� but� each�

day,� each�week,� and�month,�molded� a�
more� conscious� face� as� he� started� to�
take�in�the�world�he�was�joining.

There� is� a� superstitious� back-of-
the-mind� questioning� I� should� never�
do,� never� admit� to� if� I� did,� and� most�
definitely�never�write�down�if�I�did�do�it.�
I�could�not�let�go�of�the�growing�notion�
that�he�had�cut�a�deal.�I�don’t�believe�in�
heaven,�even�if�hell�often�makes�a�case�
for�itself.�My�father�held�firmly�to�both.�
He�also�believed�in�luck,�in�bargaining,�
and� in� driving� those� two-lane� back�
roads.�He�had�a�hard�time�passing�up�a�
poker�game,�a�junk�sale,�or�a�long�drive�
to� somewhere� or� to� nowhere�when� he�
was�troubled.
�Who�was�authorized�to�negotiate�life�

and� death?�Who� gave� authority?� Still�
a� mystery.� Little� by� little,� against� all�
rationality,� resistance� and� skepticism,�
there�emerged�a�half�belief.�Sometimes�
it� nagged� and� sometimes� it� throbbed.�
Eventually� it� started� to� shimmer� and�
pulsate� and�would� not� be� ignored.�He�

had�cut�a�deal.�The�prize�was�one�life.�
The�price,�another.
He� could� not� bear� and� would� not�

allow�his�son�to�depart�before�him.�He�
refused� and� did� whatever� it� took.� He�
willed,�prayed,�pleaded�or�hustled.�He�
signed�in�blood,�cut�the�deck,�rolled�the�
dice,�or�spun�the�wheel.�He�shook�some�
eternal� hand� –� probably� with� fingers�
crossed.�Begged�or�raged,�but�somehow�
made�sure�it�did�not�happen.
Later,� while� sifting� and� sorting�

through� his� things,� I� found� the� small�
cardboard�box.� I� flipped�open� the� flap�
at� one� end,� then� tipped� and� tapped� it�
over�the�desk.�Out�rolled�a�small�shiny�
red�car.�Inside�dangled�from�the�mirror�
a� pair� of� tiny� dice.�On� the� box� in� the�
familiar�scrawl�forged�by�nuns�schooled�
in� curing� the� devil’s� left-handedness,�
were�the�words:
�“For�my�grandson,�Tom.�Good�luck.”

Michael J. Carroll (mcarrollnni@yahoo.
com) is a public interest lawyer and a 
member of the editorial board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer.
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Albert�Momjian�has�been�the�honorary�consul�to�the�Republic�
of�Haiti�for�the�Philadelphia�Region�since�1978.



Every Thursday, a conference room at the law firm of Schnader 
Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP buzzes with activity. Seated around a 
long table and pouring through the double doors are Haitians living 

in Philadelphia who have eagerly come to the room to apply for Haitian-
issued passports necessary for travel to their home country. They share 
stories – most told in their native language – while Giordani Jean-Baptiste, 
the vice president of the Haitian Coalition of Philadelphia, volunteers his 
time to act as translator and help each person complete the required forms. 

A 30-YEAr 
PAssion for 

HElPing 
HAitiAns 

B Y  M I C H A E L  P E T I T T I



Standing� off� to� the� side,� quiet� but� attentive,� is� Albert�
Momjian,� a� partner� at� Schnader� and� chair� of� the� firm’s�
Family�Law�Department.�Regarded�by�many�as� the�dean�of�
the� Pennsylvania� family� law� bar� whose� landmark� treatise,�
Pennsylvania Family Law,� is� often� cited� by� the� state’s�
appellate� courts,�Momjian� has� been�
the�honorary�consul� to� the�Republic�
of�Haiti� for� the�Philadelphia�Region�
since� 1978,�when� he�was� appointed�
by� the� country’s� then-ruler,� Jean-
Claude� Duvalier,� following� a�
recommendation� from� the� departing�
consul� and� Momjian’s� friend,�
Norman�Kalcheim.�
“I� had� some� knowledge� of�

Norman’s�work�as�a�consul�but�knew�
little�of�Haiti,”�Momjian�said.�“Still,�I�
was�honored�to�take�his�position�and�
quickly�learned�my�role.”
In� 2002,� Momjian� gained�

permission� from� the� Haitian�
Consulate� General� in� New� York�
to� issue� passports� in� Philadelphia.�
His� firm� supported� the� effort� and�
supplied� the� space.� Previously,�
Haitians�in�need�of�this�service�would�
have� to� travel� to�New�York�City� or�
Washington�D.C.,�resulting�in�a�loss�
of�a�day’s�work�and�other�debilitating�costs.�Now,�Momjian,�
along�with�Jean-Baptiste�and�Elizabeth�Nicolas,�an�associate�
at�Schnader�who�is�Haitian�and�speaks�Creole,�volunteer�their�
time�every�Thursday�from�11�a.m.�to�1:30�p.m.�to�make�life�
easier�for�Haitians�living�in�Philadelphia.�
“Most�honorary�consuls�don’t�do�this,”�Momjian�says�with�

a�smile�as�he�surveys�the�bustling�conference�room.�“I�am�very�
happy�to�have�the�people�here.”
There�are�33�honorary�consuls�in�the�Philadelphia�Consular�

Corps,� the� oldest� Consular� Corps� in� the� country.� Momjian�
is� currently� the� group’s� president.� Each� Consul� is� formally�
accepted�by�the�U.S.�Department�of�State�and�all�are� tasked�
with�developing�economic,�commercial,�scientific�and�cultural�
relations�between�the�country�they�represent�and�Philadelphia�

as�well�as�safeguarding� the� interests�
of� the�represented�country’s�citizens�
traveling� to� and� from�or� residing� in�
Philadelphia.� In� addition� to� Haiti,�
countries�represented�by�a�Consul�in�
Philadelphia� include� France,� Italy,�
Israel,�Japan�and�Korea.
Prior� to�Jan.�12,�2010,�Momjian’s�

work�for�Haiti�and�its�people�was�as�
vast�as�it�was�unheralded.�He�helped�
collect� used� hospital� equipment� and�
supplies� for� shipment� to� Haiti� for�
use� in�public�hospitals�and�arranged�
for� large� quantities� of� soup� from�
Campbell� Soup� Company� to� be�
sent� to� the� country.� He� oversaw�
the� sealing� of� coffins� of� deceased�
Haitians�returning�to�their�homeland�
and�served�as�a�resource�to�Haitians�
in� prison� for� drug� or� immigration�
issues.� He� worked� with� his� friend�
Ed�Snider,�owner�of�the�Philadelphia�
Flyers� and� 76ers,� to� arrange� young�

Haitians’� attendance� at� Sixers’� games� followed� by� a� visit�
with� former� player� Samuel� Dalembert,� a� native� of� Haiti.�
He� lectured�on�Haitian�history� at�Philadelphia-area� schools,�
joined�Haitian�friends�at�celebrations�of�their�unique�cultural�
events� and� attended� monthly� meetings� of� the� Philadelphia�
Consular�Corps�along�with�the�other�local�consuls.�
“Working�for�and�with�Haitians�living�in�Philadelphia�has�

really�bonded�me� to� the�community,”�Momjian�said.�“It�has�
been�marvelous.”
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“Working for and 
with Haitians living 
in Philadelphia has 
really bonded me 

to the community,” 
Momjian said. “It has 

been marvelous.”

Giordani�Jean-Baptiste�helps�a�Haitian�family�with�passport�
questions�at�the�offices�of�Schnader�Harrison�Segal�&�Lewis�LLP.



But� in� the� beginning� of� this� year,� Momjian’s� role� as�
Philadelphia’s� liaison� to� Haiti� took� on� a� whole� new�
dimension.� A� 7.0-magnitude� earthquake� rocked� the� island,�
causing�significant�damage�to�the�country’s�capital,�Port-au-
Prince,�and�many�other�areas.�In�the�aftermath�of�the�disaster,�
The� International� Federation� of� the� Red� Cross� reported� an�
estimated�3�million�people�were� affected�by� the�quake,� and�
the�Haitian�government�reported�that�approximately�230,000�
people�had�died,�300,000�had�been�injured�and�1�million�made�
homeless.
This� devastation� was� compounded� by� the� fact� that� Haiti�

was�a�struggling�nation�long�before�the�disaster.�Beset�by�civil�
and�political�unrest�for�decades�–�the�country�has�suffered�32�
coups�in�its�200-year�history�–�80�percent�of�Haiti’s�citizens�
live� in� poverty,� according� to� a� 2003� Central� Intelligence�
Agency� report.�The� illiteracy� rate� stands� around� 50� percent�
and�most�Haitians�must� survive� on� $2� or� less� per� day.�Cité�
Soleil,�Haiti’s�largest�slum�and�one�of�the�areas�most�damaged�
in�the�disaster,�has�been�called�“the�most�dangerous�place�on�
Earth”�by�the�United�Nations.�The�country’s�infrastructure�is�
well-behind� even� basic� standards,� with� poorly� constructed�
shanties�and�shacks�dominating�the�landscape�–�most�of�which�
were�decimated�on�Jan.�12.�
“My� immediate� thought� [after� being� told� about� the�

earthquake]� was� why� would� one� of� the� poorest� countries�
in� the�world� become� the� victim�of� one� of� the�world’s�most�
terrible�natural�disasters,”�Momjian�said.�“Misery�was�added�
to�misery.”�
The� day� after� the� tragedy,� Momjian� was� quoted� in� a�

statement�on�his�firm’s�website.�
“In� this� critical,� desperate� time,� I�would� like� to� offer�my�

sincere� prayers,� heartfelt� condolences� and� absolute� support�
for� the� citizens,� friends� and� family�who� have� been� touched�
by�this�disaster,�both�in�Haiti�and�in�the�Philadelphia�region.�I�
strongly�urge�everyone�to�pledge�whatever�support�they�can…
to�the�people�of�Haiti�during�this�awful,�tragic�time.”
In�his�unique�capacity,�Momjian� felt� compelled� to�double�

his�efforts� to�help�Haiti’s�people,�who�he�calls�“wonderful.”�
Joined� by� the� Haitian� Coalition� of� Philadelphia,� he� helped�
coordinate�the�shipment�of�hundreds�of�thousands�of�tents�to�
Haitians�who�had�lost�their�homes.�Assisted�by�The�Children’s�
Hospital� of� Philadelphia,� he� arranged� for� physicians� and�
nurses�to�travel�to�Haiti�to�help�the�injured.�He�spoke�at�The�
Salvation�Army� of� Greater� Philadelphia’s� massive� two-day�
volunteer�effort�to�package�one�million�meals�for�earthquake�
survivors�on�May�22�at�the�State�Armory�at�Drexel�University,�
thanking�volunteers�for� their�selflessness�and�generosity.�He�
visited� several� schools� and� churches� to� discuss� the� tragedy.�
Perhaps� most� heart� wrenching,� he� spoke� with� dozens� of�
Haitians�living�in�Philadelphia�by�phone,�each�one�desperate�
to�know�the�fate�of�relatives�still�living�in�their�home�country.�
“I�was�unable� to� respond�because� the�victims�were�being�

buried�in�mass�graves�and�nobody�was�able�to�identify�them�
or�record�their�names,”�Momjian�said.�“When�the�phone�calls�
came�in,�I�had�to�be�honest�and�say�if�the�caller�did�not�hear�
from�his�or�her�family�or�friends�after�a�week�or�so,�he�or�she�
might�have�to�accept�the�fact�that�they�had�died.”
In� the� packed� conference� room,� Momjian� cannot� help�

but� reflect� on� the� stark� contrast� between� those� difficult�
conversations�and�the�happiness�and�hope�on�the�faces�of�the�
many� Haitians� applying� for� passports.� The� overwhelming�
global�support�in�the�quake’s�aftermath�has�gone�a�long�way�
in�restoring�this�hope�–�as�do�the�continued�donations,�which�
Momjian�stressed�are�still�vitally�important.�But�Momjian�says�
that�Haitians�are�an�inherently�patient�people�who�understand�
that�the�reconstruction�will�not�happen�quickly.�
“When�I�welcome�these�people�every�Thursday,�I’m�happy�

to�see�they�are�excited�to�return�to�their�home�country�after�the�
earthquake�and�see� their� families,”�Momjian� said.� “With�all�
that�they�have�gone�through,�they�still�look�to�the�future�and�
pray�for�a�new�Haiti.”

Michael Petitti (mpetitti@philabar.org) is communications 
manager for the Philadelphia Bar Association.
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Momjian�has�lectured�on�Haitian�history�at�Philadelphia-
area�schools,�joined�Haitian�friends�at�celebrations�of�their�
unique�cultural�events,�and�attended�monthly�meetings�of�the�
Philadelphia�Consular�Corps.�
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JEFF LYONS:��Is there such a thing as a typical day for the 
city managing director? 

RICHARD NEGRIN: There� really� is� no� such� thing� as� a� typical� day.�
There�are�really�four�components�to�my�job.�There’s�the�operational�
responsibility,� which� is� more� of� a� traditional� managing� director’s�
role.� There’s� the� policy� piece,� which� is� working� closely� with� the�
mayor� and� establishing� strategic� goals.�And� that’s� a� little� different�
from�the�traditional�managing�director’s�role,�a�little�broader.�There’s�
the� coordination� piece,� which� is,� in� my� role� as� deputy� mayor� of�
administration� and� coordination,� working� with� the� other� deputy�
mayors� around� large� initiatives� that� touch� multiple� agencies.� For�
example,�performance�management,�which�is�a�priority�for�me.�The�
property�issues�that�began�at�the�BRT�and�really�cut�across�so�much�
of�what’s� going� on� in� the� city,�whether� it’s� the� census,� developing�
an� address� management� system,� getting� accurate� property� data� for�
the�BRT�to�do� their� job�well.�The�Office�of�Property�Assessment,� I�
should�call,�it�because�the�BRT�is�dead.�Identifying,�disposing�of�and�

developing�a�plan�around�vacant�
land.� It’s� really� all� connected.�
And� that’s� a� good� example� one�
of�the�cross-departmental�agency�
roles� that� I� play.� The� fourth�
involves�things�like�the�duck�boat�
disaster�on�your�third�day�here.
I�never�had�a� job�where�I�had�

to� read� the� paper� as� soon� as� I�
woke� up� because� I� know� there�
will�be�one�or�two�items�that�will�
take�at�least�some�portion�of�my�
day,� every� single� day.�And� that�

happens�in�this�role.�And�that’s�the�dynamic,�interesting,�challenging�
part.�
My�day�never� ends,� really.�We�have� a�mayor�who�doesn’t� sleep.�

In� that�way,�my� legal� training�has� been� critical.�You� learn� a� lesson�
as� a� young� lawyer� that�when� you� deal�with� clients� you� have� to� be�
there�for�them�and�you�have�to�be�there�whenever�they�need�you.�So�
you’re�on�your�BlackBerry�or�you�take�that�call�regardless�of�when�
it� is,�especially� if� it’s�a�crisis� situation.�This� job� is�exactly� that.�We�
e-mail�all�the�time�and�we�talk�all�the�time.�The�day�just�doesn’t�end.�
But�that’s�OK.�You�feel�like�you’re�making�a�difference�every�day�and�
I�think�I�do.�I�feel�like�I�have�the�best�job�in�the�world.�
You� get� an� opportunity� to� make� a� difference� in� a� way� that� is�

rare.�You�apply�your�skills� in�a�way� that�adds�value�around�a�great�
common�cause,�which�is�making�the�city�a�better�place�for�the�people�
of�Philadelphia.�I�get�to�do�that�every�single�day.�One�of�the�things�I�
did�early�on�was�to�bring�all�the�former�managing�directors�together.�
I�hope�to�do�that�quarterly,�almost�like�a�think�tank.�We�had�a�great�
breakfast�–�Laurie�Jones,�Pedro�Ramos,�former�Mayor�Wilson�Goode,�
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Phil�Goldsmith,�Joe�Marks,�all�the�great�ones�from�the�past.�Former�
Mayor�Goode�said�to�me�that�this�was�the�best�job�he�ever�had.�And�
that�was�really�telling.�He�felt�that�as�managing�director,�he�could�get�
more�done�on�a�daily�basis�than�as�mayor�or�in�any�other�role.�I�need�
to�embrace�that�and�have�that�kind�of�perspective�and�try�to�be�as�
effective�as�some�of�those�folks�have�been�over�the�years.

When did your family come to the united states?
My�parents�came�here�in�1961�for�one�and�1962�for�the�other.�I�was�
born�in�Newark,�N.J.�in�1966.�I�grew�up�in�Elizabeth,�N.J.,�down�by�
the�port.�It�was�a�tough�urban�minority�neighborhood,�predominantly�
Latino�and�African�American.�We�moved�to�Edison,�N.J.�and�I�lived�
in�Edison�until�I�went�to�college.�

Your legal career started in the District attorney’s 
Office, then you went over to morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
LLp and then you were vice president and associate 
general counsel at aramarK. even though you’re not 
practicing law right now, you’re still relying on your 
legal background.
There’s�critical�thinking�that�happens�every�day�and�understanding�
the� legal� system� and� legal� processes.� One� of� the� departments� I�
oversee�is�procurement.�The�legal�issues�involved�are�constant.�My�
experience�at�ARAMARK�has�been�critical�to�help�understand�that�
because�we�were�a�city�contractor�on�the�other�side.�And�that’s�been�

really�valuable.�My�experience�at�the�Board�of�Revision�of�Taxes�is�
a�great�example.�The�fact�that�I�had�a�real,�profound�understanding�
of�the�constitutional�requirements�and�the�uniformity�clause�was�a�
huge�help.� I� researched� the�uniformity�clause�of� the�Pennsylvania�
constitution,� printed� it� out� and�put� it� on�my�wall� and� looked�at� it�
every� day�while� I�was� at� the�BRT.�Understanding�what� our� legal�
requirements�are�and�being�able�to�be�conversant�with�your�attorneys�
help�us�to�be�more�efficient.�Lawyers�are�problem�solvers.�I�use�that�
–�the�quick�analysis�of�facts,�the�logical�approach,�the�incremental,�
thoughtful�approach�–�to�try�to�implement�new�initiatives�to�come�to�
a�solution.�That’s�one�of�the�things�you�do�as�an�attorney�on�a�daily�
basis�if�you’re�adding�value�for�your�clients.�You�really�help�them�
solve�their�problems.�And�I’m�doing�that�every�day.�

You’re one of the highest-ranking Hispanics in the city. 
Do you see yourself as a role model or a mentor? 
I� do.� When� you� look� where� I� came� from,� and� I� say� this� really�
humbly,� and�where� I� grew� up� and�where�my� parents� came� from,�
fleeing�communism�in�Cuba�and�dreaming�of�the�American�dream,�
I�see�a�responsibility� to�both�do�my�best�and�help�others�and�help�
communicate�that.�I�trumpet�the�emphasis�on�education,�hard�work�
and� responsibility.�When� I�was� a�DA,� every� chance� I� had,� I’d� go�
out�to�speak�to�kids�in�schools.�And�I’d�often�ask�them�how�many�
of� them� had� been� touched� by� violence� in� their� immediate� family�
and�unfortunately,�often�half�of�them�would�raise�their�hands.�I�can�

say� credibly� I� had� violence� touch�
my� life� at� an� early� age,� losing� my�
father,�violently.�He�was�murdered�in�
front�of�me.�I�was�able�to�overcome�
growing�up�around�poverty,�growing�
up�around�violence.�If�you�have�faith,�
if�you�have�family�and�a�dedication�
to� education,� there� are� ways� to� get�
through.� I� don’t� think� those� things�
are� unique� and� special� about� me.�
That’s� about� a� support� system� that�
your� community� really� shares� with�
you.�It’s�not�about�something�special�
in� me.� I� see� myself� in� those� kids�
when� I�go�out�and�meet�with� them.�
Those�kids�have� the�potential� to�do�
great�things.�

What were the circumstances 
surrounding your father’s 
death? 
My� father� was� a� community� leader�
in� North� Jersey� in� the� Cuban�
community.�He�was�working�hard�for�
two�things�–�fighting�for�the�release�
of� political� prisoners� in� Cuba� and�
trying� to� reunite� families�who�were�
cut� off� from� one� another� because�
of� Castro’s� communist� regime.� My�
father�was� part� of� a� small� group� of�
academics,� priests� and� community�
leaders�that�went�to�Cuba�to�negotiate�
for�the�release�of�political�prisoners.�
They�were� called� the�Committee� of�



75.�As�a�result�of�what�they�did,�the�Castro�
government�agreed�to�release�3,000�political�
prisoners,� many� of� which� were� veterans�
of� the� Bay� of� Pigs� fiasco.� They� had� been�
in� Cuban� prisons� for� 12� to� 15� years.�As� a�
result�of�that�incredibly�important�work,�my�
father�was�targeted�by�an�extreme�right-wing�
Cuban� terrorist� group� called�Omega� 7,� led�
by�a�terrible�man,�a�terrorist�named�Eduardo�
Arocena.� He� had� targeted� my� father� and�
others�for�death.�
They’re� responsible� for� 50-some� odd�

bombings�and�four�or�five�assassinations�and�
my� father�was� one� of� those� people.� It�was�
a�Sunday�morning.�We�were�walking�down�
the�street�getting�into�a�car.�I�was�13�and�he�
told�me� to�get� into� the�back� seat.� I�was�on�
the� sidewalk� side� of� a� very� narrow� street�
in�Union�City,�N.J.� I�got� into� the�car�and� I�
heard�what� I� thought�were� fireworks� and� I�
look�up�and�there’s�a�blur�of�a�speeding�car�
going� past� and� there’s� metal� and� shrapnel�
everywhere.� One� of� the� pieces� actually� hit�
me� in� the�hip�after� it�had�gone� through� the�
car.� I� had� a� bruise� on�my� hip� but� it� didn’t�
pierce� the� skin.� I� walked� around� the� car,�
perplexed,�and�there�was�my�dad,�dying.�He�
died�in�my�arms.�

How did you get through that?  
I�had�a� loving�mother�and�a� stepfather�and�
a�family�that�embraced�me�and�had�a�strong�
belief� that�my� faith� could� take�me� through�
that� challenge.� But� to� be� frank,� football�
really� helped� me.� I� joke� all� the� time� that�
family,� faith� and� football,� the� Fs,� got� me�
through.�Throwing�myself� into� a� sport� that�
allowed�you�to�get�out�your�aggression�and�
have� an� identity� as� a� young�man� and� be� a�
part�of�something�bigger� than�yourself�was�
really�where� I� became� focused.�When� you�
go�through�something�like�that�at�that�critical�
age,� it’s� easy� to� lose� focus� and� not� go� in�
the� right�direction.�My�focus�on�academics�
really�didn’t�come�until�I�got�to�college.�I�did�
well�in�high�school,�but�I�wasn’t�one�of�the�A�
students.�I�was�the�kid�whose�teachers�would�
tell�the�parents�“he’s�one�of�the�brightest�kids�
in� the�class,�but�he�doesn’t�apply�himself.”�
That�wasn’t�where�my�passion�was.�I�needed�
direction� with� all� these� things� swirling�
around�and� that� took� time.� I� think� the�only�
reason�I�went�to�school�sometimes�was�so�I�
could�play�football.
And� then� something� happened� to� me� in�

college� that�was�different.� I�got� far�enough�
away�from�the�incident�to�really�start�healing�
in� terms� of� my� emotional� well� being.� My�
freshman�year�in�college,�I�testified�in�federal�

court� against� the� leader� of� that� terrorist�
group.� It� took� five� years� for� them� to� bring�
that� group� to� justice.� And� that� was� really�
my�first�exposure�to�the�law.�It�was�cathartic�
for�me�to�walk�into�the�courtroom,�look�the�
man�in�the�face�who�ordered�the�murder�of�
my� father� and� testify� in� federal� court.�Five�
years� after� it� happened,� I� lost� faith� in� any�
real� sense� of� justice.� I� got� a� knock� on� the�
door�from�the�FBI�saying�they�caught�them�
and�were�proceeding�to�trial�and�wanted�my�
participation� and� my� assistance.� That� was�
my� first� exposure� to� lawyers.� It’s� a� story�
where�the�most�tragic�thing�that�happened�in�
my�life�was�probably�responsible�for�who�I�
am�and�where�I�am.�

Did you have an interest in a legal 
career before the trial? 
In� the�neighborhood�I�grew�up� in,�growing�
up�to�be�a�lawyer�wasn’t�exactly�high�on�the�
list.�I�think�the�first�lawyer�I�met�was�the�U.S.�
Attorney�who�was�prosecuting�the�man�who�
killed�my�father.�I�think�that’s�why�I�became�
a�district�attorney.�I�went�to�law�school�to�be�

a�prosecutor,�not�to�be�a�lawyer.�

Did you receive a scholarship to 
play college football at  Wagner? 
I� got� an� athletic� grant.� They� don’t� give�
scholarships� at� small� schools.� We� won� a�
national� championship� in� my� senior� year,�
which� was� a� great� achievement� for� the�
school�and�the�team�I�was�on.�But�I�got�an�
athletic�grant,�and�I�was�a�resident�assistant,�
so� I�went� to� school�very� reasonably.� I�paid�
for� my� books� and� probably� food,� but� that�
was�it.�I�was�an�offensive�tackle�and�a�Little�
All�American.� That’s� what� they� called� the�
small�college�kids.�
A� few� NFL� teams� started� expressing�

their� interest� in�me�my� junior�year.�By�my�
senior� year� (1988),� I�was� fortunate� enough�
to�make�the�Kodak�All-American�team,�and�
I�worked�out� for� about� six�different� teams.�
The�Cleveland�Browns�were�the�first�to�call.�
They�had�the�best�opportunity�for�me.�Most�
teams�bring�in�18�to�20�offensive�linemen�for�
training� camp.� Sometimes� they� keep,� eight�
sometimes�nine,�so�you’re�really�trying�to�get�
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Richard�Negrin�celebrates�his�team’s�national�collegiate�championship.





yourself�up�among� that� top�eight�or�nine.� I�
made�it�through�training�camp,�and�I�thought�
I� made� the� team.� We� broke� camp,� things�
were� good� and� I� played� in� the� preseason�
and�practiced.�And�then,�a�running�back�got�
hurt,� so� they�had� to�pick�up�an�extra�body,�
and�whoever�is�on�the�bubble�has�to�go.�They�
had�to�pick�up�two�people�at�other�positions,�
and�they�moved�two�people,�and�I�was�one�
of� them.�I�worked�out�and�stayed� in�shape,�
and�kept�in�touch�with�them�throughout�the�
season�in�the�event�something�happened.�But�
no� offensive� lineman� had� a� serious� injury�
that� year.� I� won’t� say� I� wasn’t� rooting� for�
that,�which�is�a�terrible�thing�to�say.�But�they�
had�a�great�year�and�a�healthy�year.�
As� soon�as� the� season�was�over,� activity�

started� to� begin�with�my� agent�with� teams�
who�wanted�me� to� come� in.� I� signed�with�
the� New� York� Jets� right� after� the� winter�
meetings.� I� was� with� the� Jets� through� the�
preseason� heading� into� training� camp.� At�
this�point,�I�had�already�decided�I�was�going�
to�go�to�law�school.�I�made�that�decision�in�
college.�The�NFL�was�really�a�fun�diversion�
from� that.�But� the�goal�was� really� to�go� to�
law�school�at�that�point.�
Right�before�training�camp�with�the�Jets,�a�

team�I�would�have�had�a�really�good�chance�
to� make,� because� the� team� was� in� real�
trouble.�Cleveland�was�fantastic.�The�caliber�
of�player�was�very�different�in�Cleveland�that�
it�was� in�New�York.� I�was� very� optimistic�
about�my� chances� in�New�York.�And� then,�
the� NFL� did� something� really� interesting.�
Teams�used�to�bring�120�guys�into�training�
camp.�They� created� the�World�League� that�
year�and�created�an�80-man�roster�limit.�So�
every�team�in�the�NFL�had�to�release�the�last�
40�free�agents� that� they�signed�to�flood�the�
market� to� create� the�World� League.� There�
were� teams� that� wanted� me� to� play� arena�
football� and� teams� that�wanted�me� to� play�
in�Europe.�I�told�myself�I�was�going�to�give�
pro� football� two� years.� I� didn’t�want� to� be�
one�of� the�guys�who�didn’t�have�any�other�
options�and�kept�trying�and�trying�year�after�
year.�I�wanted�to�get�my�legal�career�started.�
I�might�have�put�law�school�off�for�the�NFL,�
but�I�wouldn’t�do�that�for�the�World�League.�
The�average�career�in�the�NFL�is�something�

around� four� years.� I� would� have� loved� to�
have� spent� a� year� or� two� playing,� but� as�
I� sit� here� today,� 44� years� old� without� any�
major� injuries,� I� feel� really� good� about� the�
opportunities�I�had.
I�wasn’t�supposed�to�be�there.�I�went�to�a�

small�college�where�I�was�undersized.�When�
I�got�into�college,�I�was�6-4�and�215�pounds.�
I�went�into�the�weight�room�and�did�things�
the� right� way.� I� didn’t� believe� in� steroids�
and� that�whole� culture.�When� I�was� in� the�
NFL� I� was� up� around� 300� pounds,� which�
for�the�late�1980s,�was�pretty�good.�It�was�a�
remarkable�achievement�and�I�was�proud�of�
what�I�accomplished.�Fewer� than�1�percent�
of�all�college�football�players�get�to�play�in�
the�NFL.�I�had� the�chance� to�do� that.� I�got�
a�phone�call�one�day�and�literally�two�days�
later�I’m�in�the�huddle�with�Bernie�Kosar�in�
minicamp.�That�was�surreal.�I�was�happy�to�
take�that�experience�and�move�on�to�the�next�
phase�of�my�life.

You’re involved with some charity 
work that came about as a result of 
some personal tragedy with your 
family. 
My�wife�and�I�co-founded�the�Pennsylvania�
chapter� of� Families� of� Spinal� Muscular�
Atrophy.� They� didn’t� have� a� Pennsylvania�
chapter� when� our� daughter� Abigail� was�
diagnosed�at� six�months�old.� It’s�a� terrible,�
degenerative� muscular� disease.� She� was�
cognitively�unaffected�and�was�really�bright,�
but�it�impairs�your�muscular�ability�and�your�
ability� to� sit� up� or� crawl� or�walk.� She� had�
difficulty� eating.� She� had� difficulty� with�
colds.�Every�cold�would�be�life�threatening�
because� of� her� mucus� and� her� ability� to�
manage�mucus.�The�disease� is�progressive,�
especially� when� it’s� type� one.� There� are�
various� types� of� the� disease.�When� you’re�
diagnosed� that� young� and� it’s� that� severe,�
more� than� 80� percent� of� children� are� dead�
by�the�age�of�two.�My�wife�(Karen�McRory-
Negrin),�who�is�just�a�real�hero,�is�a�former�
rape� and� child-abuse� prosecutor.� We� met�
in� the� DA’s� office.� She� left� her� job� and�
stayed� home� and� single-handedly�managed�
Abigail’s�care.�Abigail�made�it�past�the�age�
of�five.�At�the�time,�she�was�the�oldest�living�

child�with�SMA�Type�1�who�had�been�treated�
at�Children’s�Hospital�of�Philadelphia.�And�a�
lot�of�that�is�because�of�my�wife,�the�caring�
and� nursing� that� she� did.�We� really� turned�
Abigail’s�room�in�our�house�into�a�hospital�
room.�We�had�oxygen�and�various�machines�
that�were�required�for�her� treatments.�They�
call� it� a� coughalator� that� helps� manage�
mucus.�She�would�require�treatments�every�
few� hours.� We� all� became� good� at� doing�
those� treatments.� I� used� to� joke� that� I�was�
a� certified� respiratory� therapist� as� a� result.�
We’d� do� deep� suction� on� her� on� a� regular�
basis�to�help�manage�that.�Unfortunately,�as�
a�result�of�the�disease,�she�had�a�mucus�plug�
that� couldn’t� be� cleared.�A� nurse�was�with�
her�and�we�lost�her.�She�was�a�little�over�five�
years�old.�
We� do� various� events� throughout� the�

year� and� the� chapter� has� really� grown.�
It’s� gone� from� not� being� there� to� 39� or� so�
families� across� the� state� who� are� affected�
and� involved.� Our� fundraising� walk� has�
gone� from� a� few� people� to� 700� people� at�
this�year’s�walk�on�Kelly�Drive.�We� raised�
$90,000�in�one�day�with�corporate�sponsors.�
My�wife,�over�the�last�seven�years,�has�raised�
more�than�half�a�million�dollars�for�research�
as�a�result�of�the�chapter�and�what�we�do.

Do you have any plans to run for 
elected office or are you happy with 
what you’re doing? 
I’m�incredibly�happy�doing�what�I’m�doing.�
The� big� aspirations� that� I� have� are� around�
working�with�a�mayor�that�I�deeply�respect�
and�who� I� think�has� the� real�well� being�of�
Philadelphians�at�heart�every�single�day.�Part�
of�the�reason�I’m�here�and�part�of�the�reason�
he� chose� me� was� to� bring� a� performance�
culture�around�doing�things�better�and�more�
efficiently�with� integrity.� I’m�committed� to�
that�goal� and� that’s�where� I�want� to�be� for�
the� near� future� and� hopefully� as� long� as�
possible.� Every� day� is� full� of� challenges�
and�opportunities�and�I�want�to�win�the�day,�
every�day.�

Jeff Lyons (jlyons@philabar.org) is senior 
managing editor of publications for the 
Philadelphia Bar Association.
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I would have loved to have spent a year or two playing, but 
as I sit here today, 44 years old without any major injuries, I 

feel really good about the opportunities I had.



The City of Brotherly 
Suds 

Philadelphia Stumps to Become the Nation’s Top Craft Beer Destination

By John Encarnacion



W hen� Frommer’s� named� Philadelphia� among� the�
world’s�best�cities�for�beer�this�past�June,�it�marked�
widespread�recognition�of�what�many�Philadelphians�

have�been�aware�of�for�the�past�few�years.�Philadelphia�–�and�the�
surrounding�region�–�is�a�great�place�for�those�who�like�good�beer.
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Some� may� find� it� surprising� that� Philadelphia� was�
recognized� by� Frommer’s� as� one� of� only� three� U.S.� cities,�
along� with� Milwaukee� and� Portland,� Ore.,� out� of� the� 14�
worldwide.� � Survey� the� region,� however,� and� you�will� find�
excellent� local� beers� as�well� as� an� expanding� array� of� bars�
and�restaurants�specializing�in�serving�good�beer�(read:�NOT�
Miller�Lite,�Budweiser�or�Coors�Light).��The�city�is�more�than�
worthy�to�be�named�alongside�other�notable�beer�cities�such�as�
Dublin,�Munich�and�Brussels.
In�particular,�the�craft�beer�scene�has�significantly�risen�into�

prominence.�The�Brewers�Association�defines�a�craft�beer�as�a�
beer�brewed�with�an�annual�production�of�less�than�two�million�
barrels,� with� less� than� 25� percent� of�
the�brewery�owned�or�controlled�by�an�
alcoholic� beverage� industry� member�
who� is�not� themselves�a�craft�brewer.�
Craft� beers,�which�currently�make�up�
about� seven�percent�of� the�volume�of�
beer�sold�in�the�country,�are�made�with�
traditional�ingredients,�such�as�malted�
barley,� and� tend� to� be� distinctive� and�
flavorful� rather� than� simply� catering�
to� mass� appeal.� Because� of� added�
flavor,� craft� beers� tend� to� be� a� little�
more� expensive� than�your� run-of-the-
mill� commercial� beer.� � Still,� growing�
numbers� of� craft� beer� drinkers� don’t�
seem�to�mind�paying�a�slight�premium�
for�tastier�beer.
Whether� it� is� locally� brewed�

products� or� domestic� beers� that� have�
garnered�national�and�worldwide�recognition�being�available�
in� the� area,� the�Philadelphia� craft� beer� scene� is� vibrant� and�
deserving�of�acclaim.�Annual�events�such�as�the�Philly�Craft�
Beer� Festival� and� Philly� Beer� Week� have� helped� solidify�
Philadelphia’s�reputation,�echoed�by�Beer�Week’s�tagline,�as�
“America’s�Best�Beer-Drinking�City.”��
So�how�did�Philadelphia�reach�this�status?��How�did�a�city,�

whose�last�major�brewery,�Schmidt’s,�shut�down�in�1987,�rise�
into� prominence� in� the� beer-drinking� world?� � The� answer�
is� a� combination� of� factors:� good� beer� bars� popping� up� in�
virtually�every�neighborhood,�local�craft�brewers�developing�
innovative�beers�and�Philly�Beer�Week�growing,�in�numbers�
of�events�and�venues,� to�becoming� the� largest� festival�of� its�
kind�devoted�to�craft�beers.�����

THE RISE OF NEIGHBORHOOd BARS

It�all�starts�with�bars.��If�you�want�to�drink�good�beer�beyond�
“TV”�beer,�you’re�probably�going� to�need� to�find�a�bar� that�
serves�it.�Given�Pennsylvania’s�currently�restrictive�beer�laws,�
it’s�a�challenge�to�find�specialty�beers�in�stores,�particularly�if�
you�don’t�want�to�shell�out�for�full�cases.��
Fortunately,� Philadelphia� has� featured� excellent� beer� bars�

for�many�years.�It’s�these�bars,�as�much�as�or�more�than�any�
other�factor,�that�have�helped�the�city’s�rise�to�beer�prominence.
“This�city�has�always�had�a�ton�of�very�good�neighborhood�

bars�–�far�more,�obviously,�than�brewers,”�said�Don�Russell,�
who�writes�the�“Joe�Sixpack”�beer�column�for�the�Philadelphia 

Daily News.� “Before� there�were� craft�
brewers�in�Philly,�there�were�very�good�
beer�bars�–�notably,�the�Khyber,�which�
has�been�a�great�beer�destination�since�
the�1970s.�I’ve�made�the�point�before�
that�many�local�brewers,�in�fact,�were�
inspired� by� the� great� beers� they�were�
drinking�in�Philly�bars.�It’s�one�of�the�
reasons�that�every�local�brewer�makes�
at� least� one� Belgian-style� ale� –� they�
first� tasted� the� style� in� places� like�
Bridgid’s�or�Copa�Too.”
What� has� occurred� in� the� past� few�

years� is� a� dramatic� increase� in� the�
number� of� neighborhood� spots� that�
specialize�in�serving�good�beers.�Much�
of� the� credit� should� probably� go� to�
Monk’s� Café,� which� was� opened� in�
Center� City� on� South� 16th� Street� in�

1985.�Before� it� started�winning� acclaim� such� as� one� of� the�
“Top�10�Places� in� the�WORLD�to�Have�A�Beer�Before�You�
Die”� in�All About Beer magazine,�Monk’s� is�believed� to�be�
the�first�bar�in�the�country�to�have�Belgian�beer�available�on�
tap,�which�led�to�the�rise�of�the�popularity�of�Belgian�beer�in�
the�city.��By�extension,�craft�brewers�produced�Belgian-style�
beers�and�other�distinct�products�that�soon�made�their�way�to�
the�city’s�bars.�Over�time,�sports�bars,�Irish�bars�and�even�dive�
bars�began�serving�craft�beers,�in�addition�to�the�usual�fare�of�
commercial�beers.��
Specifically,� though,� gastropubs� –� which� serve� high-

quality�food�in�addition�to�good�beer�–�and�bars�specializing�
in�serving�craft�beers�have�grown�widespread�in�much�of�the�
city.��Walk�into�Resurrection�Ale�House,�located�across�from�

“One of the reasons 
Philadelphia is such 
a great beer city is 
that in any of our 

craft beer bars, you 
will find bartenders 
who are extremely 
knowledgeable.”
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Naval� Square� at� Grays� Ferry� Avenue�
and�Catharine�Street,�and�you�will�find�
a� place� that� probably� would� not� have�
existed� even� five� years� ago.� Opened�
in� fall� 2009,� this� small,� split-level�
bar� hardly� falls� into� the� conception�
of� a� traditional� neighborhood� bar.� In�
addition� to� an� extensive� bottled� beer�
list,�it�features�13�beers�on�tap�–�all�of�
which�are�craft�beers.�Don’t�go�looking�
for� Bud� Light� or� even� Rolling� Rock.�
Instead,�the�draught�list�features�highly�
rated� beers,� such� as� Russian� River�
Consecration,� Lost� Abbey� Judgment�
Ale�and�Great�Divide�Yeti.�Pay�another�
visit� a� few� weeks� later,� and� chances�
are,�there�will�be�a�completely�different�
selection�of�quality�brews.����
“We�change�the�beers�anywhere�from�

three� days� to� three�weeks,”� said� Sean�
McGuiness,� a�Resurrection�Ale�House�
bartender.
A�few�blocks�over�at�Ten�Stone�Bar�

&�Restaurant,�located�at�21st�and�South�
streets,� there’s� a� similar� selection� of�
14� beers� on� draught.� Sure,� you’ll� find�
Hoegarden,�Stella�Artois�and�Yuengling�
Lager,� but� there’s� also� Palm� Belgian�
Amber,�Port�Brewing�Company�Shark�
Attack,� Great� Divide� Wild� Raspberry�
Ale�and�Petrus�Oak�Aged�Ale.�Nearby�
at� The� Pub� and� Kitchen,� at� 20th� and�
Lombard� streets,� the� owners� are� fond�
of� Founders� Brewing� Company� and�
Sixpoint�Craft�Ales,�so�the�bar�usually�
features� these�beers�among�its�nine�on�
tap.� Bar� patrons� sometimes� take� the�
quality� of� available� beer� for� granted�
to� the� point�where� good�Belgian-style�
beers� such� as� Allagash� White� are�
considered�almost�commonplace.�����
Of� course,� it� does� no� good� for� bars�

to� serve� the� specialty� beers� if� the�
bartenders�don’t�know�much�about�the�
beers� to� explain� them� to� customers.�

Fortunately,� as� a� whole,� Philadelphia�
bartenders� that� serve� craft� beers� don’t�
have�that�problem.��
“One� of� the� reasons� Philadelphia� is�

such�a�great�beer�city�is�that�in�any�of�our�
craft�beer�bars,�you�will�find�bartenders�
who� are� extremely� knowledgeable�
and�enthusiastic� about� the�beers�being�
offered�at� their�bars�and�very�eager� to�
discuss� them� with� their� customers,”�
said� Rob� Jones,� a� Resurrection� Ale�
House�patron.��
Ask� a� bartender� at�Ten� Stone� about�

what�a�particular�Victory�Brewing�beer�
is�like,�and�he’ll�tell�you�about�its�taste�
and� that� it’s� slightly� stronger� at� eight�
percent�alcohol.�Order�a�Dogfish�Head�
Festina� Peche,� and� he’ll�make� sure� to�
both�warn�you�of�the�slightly�sour�taste�
and� mention� that� the� beer� also� mixes�
well�with�Fruli�Strawberry�Wheat�for�a�
nice�summer�sweet-and-sour�taste.���
Perhaps�by�extension,�Philadelphians�

have�developed�into�sophisticated�beer�
drinkers.
“When� I� first� started� writing� Joe�

Sixpack� in� the� mid-90s,� my� editors�
were� worried� that� the� audience� of�
knowledgeable� craft� beer� drinkers�
would� be� quite� small,”� said� Russell.�
“In� fact,� I� never� had� to� dumb� down�
my� column� because� so� many� readers�
were� thirsty� for� something� other� than�
heavily�advertised�mainstream�beers.�I�
was�writing�about�lambic,�for�example,�
when� you� couldn’t� even� buy� the� stuff�
in�Philly.
“Still,� I’m� astounded� at� the� level� of�

knowledge,� especially� among� patrons.��
Go� to� Monk’s� and� just� watch� what�
people� order:� incredibly� exotic� brews,�
some�of�which�even�I�haven’t�tasted.��I�
don’t�know�if�this�is�peculiar�to�Philly,�
but�as�I’ve�frequently�said,�we’ll�drink�
anything.”

THE dEVELOPMENT OF THE 

LOCAL CRAFT BEERS

As� of� the� time� of� its� 100th� year� of�
brewing� beer� in� 1960,� Schmidt’s� was�
brewing�more�than�2.2�million�barrels,�
the�vast�majority�of�which�were�sold�in�
Philadelphia.�When�Schmidt’s�closed�in�
1987,�only�a� few�area�breweries,� such�
as�Yuengling�in�Pottsville,�were�left.
Fortunately,� on� the� heels� of�

Schmidt’s� closing� its� doors� in� 1987,�
Ed� and� Carol� Stoudt� opened� the�
state’s� first� microbrewery,� Stoudt’s�
Brewing� Company,� in� Adamstown,�
Lancaster�County.�Stoudt’s� specializes�
in�German-style�as�well�as�English�and�
American�ales.��
The� 1990s� brought� the� emergence�

of� local� breweries� such� as� Yards�
Brewing� Company� (Philadelphia),�
Flying�Fish�Brewing�Company�(Cherry�
Hill),�Dogfish�Head�Brewery� (Milton,�
Del.),� Troegs� Brewery� (Harrisburg)�
and� Victory� Brewing� Company�
(Downingtown).� Yards� is� particularly�
known�for� its�Brawler,�an�English�ale,�
and� Philadelphia� Pale�Ale,�which�was�
named�by�The New York Times�as�one�
of� the� best� pale� ales� in� the� country.�
Flying�Fish�produces�a�Belgian�Abbey�
Dubbel� and� several� ales� year-round,�
but� it� receives� particular� praise� for� its�
seasonals.� �Dogfish�Head� boasts� “off-
centered”� ales� and� experimental� beer.�
You� can� find� a� stout,� multiple� ales,� a�
double� bock� and� pilsners� among� the�
varied� selection� offered� by� Troegs,�
which�is�technically�based�in�Harrisburg�
but� only� distributes� to� within� three�
hours�driving�distance�of� the�brewery.�
Victory�features�more�than�20�different�
brands,�including�the�HopDevil�Ale�and�
Prima�Pils.����������
In� 2001,� the� forerunner� to� what� is�

now� known� as� Philadelphia� Brewing�



Company� started� brewing� in� the�
Kensington� section� of� the� city.� In�
addition�to�producing�ales�and�Belgian-
style� beers,� Philadelphia� Brewing�
Company�pays�homage� to� the� region,�
with� beer� names� such� as� Kenzinger,�
Newbold,� Rowhouse� Red,� Fleur� de�
Lehigh�and,�of�course,�Walt�Wit.
These� particular� craft� brewers� all�

produce�varied�styles�of�beer�to�appeal�
to�many�tastes.��
“Unlike� the� West� Coast,� which� is�

hops-centric,�there’s�no�particular�style�
that’s�prevalent�in�Philly,”�said�Russell.�
“That’s� one� of� the� region’s� assets:�
diversity.� We� have� a� strong� Belgian�
presence,�lots�of�British-style�ales�and�
certainly�a�lot�of�German�lagers.”
As� further� testament� to� Russell’s�

point,� it� was� difficult� finding�
consensus� among� local� bartenders� of�
what� local� craft� beers� were� the� most�
popular.� Some� claimed� Flying� Fish�
Farmhouse� Summer� Ale� and� Yards�
Brawler� were� the� best� sellers.� Others�
pointed�to�Victory�HopDevil�or�one�of�
the�Dogfish�Head�IPAs.��
Supplementing� these� local� craft�

breweries� are� brewpubs� –� breweries�
that� serve� food� and� generate� at� least�
25�percent�of�their�sales�on�site�–�that�
further� add� to� the� depth� of� the� beer�
scene.� �Among� the� local� brewpubs�of�
note� are� Triumph� Brewing� Company,�
Iron� Hill� Brewery� &� Restaurant,�
Nodding�Head�Brewery�&�Restaurant,�
Manayunk�Brewery�&�Restaurant�and�
Sly�Fox�Brewhouse�&�Eatery.
Area�bars� recognize� the� importance�

and� popularity� of� local� beers� and�
do� their� part� to� promote� them.� For� a�
July� drink� special,� University� City�
newcomer�City�Tap�House�announced�
a� Hundred-Mile� Happy� Hour.� All�
beers� brewed� within� 100� miles� of�
Philadelphia,� which� included� a� good�
portion�of�the�bar’s�60�draughts,�were�
$2�off�their�normal�price�during�happy�
hour.��
Of� course,� the� local� craft� beers� are�

garnering�national�recognition�as�well.�
Dogfish� Head� and� Victory� are� each�
widely�available�in�more�than�20�states.�
And�this�fall,�the�Discovery�Channel�is�
scheduled� to� premier� its� new� series,�
“BREWED,”� which� will� feature� Sam�
Calagione,�the�owner�of�Dogfish�Head�
Brewery,� and� explore� life� inside� the�
brewery.��

THE GROWTH OF PHILLY BEER 

WEEk

In� 2008,� Tom� Peters,� who� co-owns�
several�city�bars�including�Monk’s�Café;�
Bruce�Nichols,�who�recently�opened�up�
The�HeadHouse;�and�Russell�organized�
the�first�Philly�Beer�Week.�With�modest�
aims,�the�inaugural�Beer�Week�proved�
to�be�a�major�success,�with�more�than�
300� events.�Two� years� later,� the� 2010�
edition� featured� about� 1,000� events�
throughout� 150� different� venues� over�
10�days,�becoming�the�largest�national�
festival,�in�terms�of�number�of�events,�
dedicated�to�craft�beers.��
Along� with� the� Philly� Craft� Beer�

Festival,� which� highlighted� 120� beers�
made�by�50�brewers�in�its�fourth�year,�
Philly�Beer�Week�has�enabled�the�city�
to�become�a�destination�for�beer�lovers�
from�both�the�city�and�beyond.�Out-of-
town�visitors�enjoying�Philly�Beer�Week�
events� in�June� included�a�professional�
beer�brewer�from�Vancouver�who�was�
well�aware�of�Philadelphia’s�beer�scene.��
“I�was� surprised� the� first� year�–�we�

thought�we’d�have�about�50�events�and�
we�ended�with�350,”�said�Russell.�“I’m�
no�longer�surprised;�in�fact,�I�see�a�lot�
of� room�for�growth.� � I�don’t� judge� its�
success�by�the�number�of�events,�but�in�
the� number� of� people�who� attend� and�
celebrate�Philly�beer.”�
Other� national� beer� festivals,�

including� the� Great� American� Beer�
Festival� in� Denver� and� the� Oregon�
Brewers� Festival,� currently� attract�
more� estimated� attendees� than� Philly�
Beer�Week,�drew�an�estimated�35,000�
people� in� 2009� –� as� of� now.� Given�
the� exponential� growth�of�Philly�Beer�
Week’s�events�and�popularity,�that�may�
change.
“That’s�what�I�want�to�build�on,”�said�

Russell.� “It’s� my� aim� to� make� Philly�
Beer�Week�the�best�beer�celebration�in�
America,�so�that�when�people�think�of�
beer,�they�think�of�Philly�(and�not�just�
for�one�week).�Likewise,�I�want�Philly�
Beer�Week�to�be�the�city’s�largest�event�
of� the�year�–� something� that� can� rival�
the� Mummers� and�Welcome�America�
–� so� that�when�people� think�of�Philly,�
they�think�of�beer.”

John Encarnacion (encarnacionj@
whiteandwilliams.com) is an associate 
with White and Williams LLP.
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The options of where to enjoy good craft beer seem 
almost as plentiful as the varieties of beer available in 
Philadelphia. Here are a few selected bars definitely 
worth a visit.

Where to Enjoy Craft Beer
Standard Tap 
   www.standardtap.com  
   2nd and Poplar streets 
   With 20 beers on tap, all from brewers 

from the local and surrounding area, 
there are some who consider gastro-
pub Standard Tap to be the best bar in 
the city.

South Philly Tap Room 
  www.southphiladelphiataproom.com 
  1509 Mifflin St.  
   In addition to serving some surprisingly good food, 

including one of the best roast pork sandwiches in town, 
SPTR often features many limited production beers,  
such as Russian River Pliny the Elder.

Tria 
   www.triacafe.com  
  123 S. 18th St. & 1137 Spruce St. 
   While known primarily as a wine bar, Tria has a sizable 
craft beer list for every palate, conveniently grouped 
into different lists to assist customers.

Varga Bar 
  www.vargabar.com 
  10th and Spruce streets  
   While turning only one year old this past July, Varga’s 

impressive beer list already draws crowds, particularly 
in good weather, when they can enjoy outdoor seating 
on two different sidewalks of the corner bar.  

Pub on Passyunk East 
  www.pubonpassyunkeast.com
  1501 Passyunk Ave.  
   In the up-and-coming Passyunk Avenue neighbor-

hood, the P.O.P.E. is a mainstay, with many craft beers 
on draught, and about 80 high quality bottled beers.  



Surviving Your 
First Year

A How-To Guide 
for New Associates

By Tina Karkera

A s in any field, the first year in private practice has its 
challenges. Rest assured, you made it through your 
first year of law school and you will make it through 

your first year as an attorney. Here are some things you can do 
to ensure a good start to your legal career.



Have Perspective

For a first-year associate, anxiety about proving yourself to your new employer is 
natural. The level of responsibility given to you may range from just researching an 

issue to managing a case on your own. At times, the workload and what is expected 
from you can be overwhelming and you may feel like you are struggling too much or too 

often. However, do not let the stress of work translate into self-doubt about your abilities as a 
lawyer. Remind yourself that this is only your first year practicing law.  You will not know the 
answer to every question so don’t beat yourself up for not knowing what you or someone else 
thinks you should know. What is important is that you work hard and have a good attitude and a 
willingness to learn. Be confident about your abilities, which have gotten you this far, and know 
that with more experience, you will gain more knowledge and skills.



There’s a Rule for That

As you learned in law school, the federal and state rules of 
civil procedure govern how civil suits are conducted in those 

respective jurisdictions. Additionally, Pennsylvania counties have 
separate local rules of civil procedure. 
The answer to many, if not all, the 
procedural questions you may have 
will likely be addressed by these rules. 
Thus, it would be prudent for you to 
read and familiarize yourself with 
them. That way, when you are faced 
with a procedural issue, you will have 
a general sense of where in the rules 
to find the answer.

The Cheat Sheet

When you are assigned a case as a 
new associate, it is important for you 

to review and familiarize yourself with it. 
One way to stay on top of your cases is to create a 
summary for each case with details such as:
 • The parties, counsel, and court;
 • A timeline of the relevant facts;
 • The procedural history;
 •  Relevant facts that may not already be covered in 

the timeline (e.g., particulars of a loan document or 
insurance policy involved in the case); 

 •  Upcoming deadlines (which should be added to 
your calendar); and

 •  Potential legal issues that need to be researched.
Print out your summary and keep it nearby so that it is 
accessible. That way, if a partner calls with a question 
about a case that you have on your desk, you can 
take a look at your summary and hopefully find the 
answer instead of looking through the whole file.

Utilize the Resources

It’s a given that as a lawyer, you are in for working hard and sometimes long hours. 
But this does not mean that you have to do it all on your own.  In additional to online 

sources such as Lexis and Westlaw, their customer service representatives can also 
help you with the research process. Look at documents on the firm’s document management 
system to see if the issue has been addressed previously (but see #5). If you’re still unable to find 
an answer on your own, ask another associate or partner if he/she has dealt with the same issue 
or has suggestions on where else to look or how else to approach the problem. Another great 
resource is the firm’s paralegals and administrative staff who likely have more experience than you 
in handling the procedural aspects of a case. Reaching out to them for help may also save you 
some time.



Reliance on a Document 
Management System

Most firms use a document management system to store 
documents created internally. Such a system can be a great tool to 

a young associate who is asked to draft a pleading or motion for the first 
time. However, the system is not a repository for only final drafts but is where 
nearly every draft of every document is stored, regardless of accuracy or 
completeness.  Hence, the key in using the system is to avoid wasting time by 
reinventing the wheel while also not relying solely on somebody else’s work.

If you are going to rely on someone else’s document, first read the rules 
pertaining to the document you have to draft so that you are aware of 
procedural requirements. Look at more than one example of the document 
on the system to get a general idea of how it has been done before. Use a 
document authored by someone else only as the most basic template for your 
work. If you simply cut and paste from another document, you run the risk of 
repeating any errors and failing to make the necessary changes.  After drafting 
the document, read the document carefully, from the caption to the signature 
line, and double check everything.  

Confirm Before Using

It is natural to reach out to a colleague about an issue that 
you are researching or working on, but a lead given to you by 

another attorney may not be the final answer. Rather than blindly 
using that information, first confirm that the advice is good and applicable 
to your case. You need to ensure that there have not been any changes in 
procedure or case law that render the advice ineffective, and you need to 
understand why the rule or case is appropriate for the facts in your case. The 
document you submit to a partner is your document; you cannot blame typos, 
references to the wrong rule number or incorrect case law contained in your 
document on anyone other than yourself, even if the information came from 
another document or attorney. In double-checking the information, you are 
not only engaging in the learning process but you can also be confident that 
you are using the correct information.



Got Skills?

During your first year, take advantage of training 
opportunities that will help develop your skills.  This includes 

training that your firm may offer as well as continuing legal 
education seminars and workshops. If you are seeking more responsibility, 
consider taking on a pro bono case where you will not only be helping out 
a needy client but will certainly be gaining exposure and developing legal 
skills. In the end, the more skills you have, the more opportunities you will 
have as well.

Networking and Building 
Your Brand

 While bringing in business may not be on your mind 
just yet, it will become an important part of your career 

in the years to come. You can get a head start by getting involved 
and networking with your state and local bar associations. In doing 
so, you will not only interact with your peers and learn about the 
type of work they do but you will also become a familiar face and 

name to them. Connections such 
as these will help broaden your 
legal community network, which 
may translate into more business 
coming through your door in the 
future.   

Another way to get your name out 
there is to offer to help an attorney 
in your firm who is submitting a 
piece for publication or presenting 
at a seminar. You will likely get 
recognized for your efforts while 
learning something substantive 
along the way and adding to your 
list of accomplishments.

Track Your 
Progress

Many firms conduct an annual 
evaluation of their associates. In 

preparation for your self-evaluation, keep a 
running list of your achievements throughout 
the year.  This should include work that you 
have done for the firm’s clients (e.g., “drafted 
motion for summary judgment,” “drafted 
deposition outline for partner X”) as well as 
other ways in which you have contributed to 
the firm and the legal community (e.g., pro 
bono work, participation in bar associations/
committees, etc.).  The partners will not be 
able to remember all that you have done, and 
by keeping track of your accomplishments, 
you will be your best cheerleader.



Work-Life 
Balance

Many attorneys struggle with 
having a work-life balance. The sooner 

you work on achieving that balance, the easier 
it will be for you in the long run.  Make time to 
meet with family, friends and former classmates; 
volunteer with organizations or groups that 
are important to you; take vacations; join the 
Philadelphia Bar Association and its Young 
Lawyers Division where you will meet other 
young attorneys. While you may be unable to 
leave work at 5 p.m. every day, the goal is to 
fill your life with things other than work and 
people other than colleagues.  

The legal field is one in which the learning is 
never ending. During your first year in private 
practice, the learning curve is huge and the 
things that you may struggle with initially will 
come naturally to you later.  If you are dedicated 
to working hard and have a positive attitude, 
you will be off to a great start.  Good luck!

Tina Karkera (tkarkera7@hotmail.com) is a litigator in Philadelphia.



W h y  a  L e g i s l a t i v e  S o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  H o f f m a n  P l a s t i c 
C o m p o u n d s  D e c i s i o n  i s  L o n g  O v e r d u e

B y  Ju s t i n e  E l l i o t

I .   I n t r o d u c t i o n
America�is�known�as�a�nation�of�immigrants.��In�2008,�the�

Department�of�Homeland�Security�(DHS)�reported�that�there�
were�an�estimated�12.8�million�legal�permanent�residents��and�
11.6�million�undocumented�immigrants�in�the�United�States.��
Of� the� estimated� 11.6� million� undocumented� immigrants,�
approximately� six� to�eight�million�participate� in� the�United�
States� labor� market.� Many� come� because� they� hope� for�
a� better� life� and� future� for� themselves� and� their� children.��
Others�come�to�join�the�family�that�is�already�living�here�or�
to�escape�persecution�in�their�country�of�origin.��In�an�attempt�
to�avoid�creating�a�subclass�of�workers,�up�until�recently,�the�
United�States�government�maintained�a�baseline�of�individual�
and�collective�rights�that�protected�all�workers,�regardless�of�
immigration�status.�
Immigrants� fill� a�variety�of� jobs�and�needs� in� the�United�

States� labor� market.� Studies� show� that� immigrant� labor� is�
key� to� maintaining� the� health� of� the�
U.S.� economy.� � The� United� States�
workforce�is�aging�and�becoming�more�
and�more�skilled.�With�these�changes,�
there� are� fewer� individuals� born� in�
the�United�States�filling�jobs�in�areas�
such� as� agriculture,� manufacturing,�
service�occupations�and�construction.��
Researchers� have� predicted� that� as�
the� trend� of� U.S.� workers� aging� and�
growing�more�skilled�continues,�even�
more�workers�will�be�needed�in�many�different�industries.�In�
addition,�while�many�Americans�may�think�that� immigrants�
are� only� filling� jobs� because� they� depress� wages� to�
substandard�levels,�evidence�shows�that�many�immigrants�fill�
jobs�that�pay�significantly�above�minimum�wage.�Despite�this�
demand� for�workers,�U.S.� immigration� laws�provide�a�very�
limited�number�of�visas�that�leave�some�businesses�short�of�
needed�employees.�While�undocumented�workers�occupy�an�
estimated�six�million�jobs�in�America,�many�in�the�agriculture�
and� service� sectors,� � the� current� visa� system� only� provides�
approximately� 200,000� visas� for� unskilled� labor.� A� quick�
comparison� demonstrates� that� immigration� laws� are� out� of�
tune�with�current�labor�needs.��
Despite� the� proven� benefits� of� immigration,� hostility�

toward� immigrants� has� significantly� grown� in� recent� years,�
resulting�in�the�growth�of�enforcement�initiatives�intended�to�
identify� and� deport� undocumented� immigrants.� Americans�

have� generally� accepted� these�
programs� because� of� their� fear� of�
terrorism�and�a�growing�belief�that�
undocumented�immigrants�are�more�
likely� to� commit� crime,� increase�
the� poverty� rate� and� overburden�
state� and� local� institutions� such� as�
hospitals�and�schools.� � In�addition� to� the�
rise�of�enforcement�initiatives�targeting�all�
immigrants,�the�rights�of�the�undocumented�
worker� have� come� under� attack� in� the�
United�States�judiciary,�most�notably�in�the�
2002�United�States�Supreme�Court�decision�
Hoffman Plastic Compounds v. NLRB�(Hoffman Plastic).���
� In�Hoffman Plastic,� the�Supreme�Court�held� that� federal�

immigration�policy�foreclosed�the�National�Labor�Relations�
Board� from�awarding�backpay� to� an�undocumented�worker�
who�was�fired�because�of�his�support�of�a�union�organizing�

campaign�in�his�workplace.��Although�the�
employer�had�clearly�committed�an�unfair�
labor�practice�in�violation�of�the�National�
Labor�Relations�Act,�the�Supreme�Court�
ignored� the� employer’s� blatant� labor�
violations� and� focused� instead� on� the�
worker’s� violation� of� United� States�
immigration� laws.� In� doing� so,� the�
Supreme�Court�provided�employers�with�
incentives�to�hire�undocumented�workers�
and� intimidate� them� from� collectively�

bargaining,�thereby�violating�both�U.S.�immigration�and�labor�
laws.� Undocumented� workers,� with� little� to� no� bargaining�
power�or�legal�protection,�have�become�even�more�vulnerable�
to� abuse� and� exploitation.� Because� undocumented� workers�
are�essentially�unable�to�unionize,� the�ability�of�all�workers�
to� protect� their� rights� by� taking� part� in� collective� action� is�
severely�restricted.�The�result�is�that�many�workers�now�have�
no�way�to�participate� in�collective�action�in�order� to�ensure�
a�safe�work�environment,� reasonable�benefits,�and�a� livable�
wage.
Eight� years� have� passed� since� the� Hoffman Plastic�

decision,�and�Congress�has�yet� to�meaningfully�address� the�
issue.�Despite�government�agencies�expressing�criticism�and�
advocacy� groups� working� tirelessly� to� mitigate� its� impact,�
Congress� has� not� acted.� In� order� to� safeguard� important�
workplace�rights,�Congress�should�create�a�legislative�solution�
that� reverses� the�negative�consequences�of�Hoffman Plastic�
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and� clarifies� the� tensions� between� the�
nation’s�immigration�enforcement�laws�
and�protective�employment�laws.
This�paper�will� first�provide�a�brief�

historical�overview�of�the�development�
of� labor� and� employment� protections�
as� well� as� the� increased� tensions�
between� immigration� law� and� labor�
and� employment� law.� Second,� it� will�
discuss� the� Hoffman Plastic� decision�
and�its�rationale.�Third,�it�will�explore�
the� impact� of� the� decision� and� what�
actions�federal�agencies�and�advocacy�
groups� have� taken� to� mitigate� its�
impact.� And� finally,� it� will� suggest�
recommendations�for�how�the�decision�
can� essentially� be� reversed� through�
federal�legislation.

I I .   B r i e f  H i s t o r i c a l 
O v e r v i e w

a .   T h e  D e v e l o p m e n t 
o f  I m p o r t a n t  L a b o r 
a n d  E m p l o y m e n t 
L a w  P r o t e c t i o n s
Labor� and� employment� law�

have� seen� major� developments�
over� the� past� century.� Since�
World�War�I,�numerous�laws�have�
been�passed�that�provide�workers�
with� the� right� to� unionize,� the�
right� to�certain�health�and�safety�
protections� and� the� right� to� a�
minimum� wage,� among� many�
other� protections.� � The� National�
Labor� Relations� Act� (NLRA� or�
Act),�passed�in�1935,�is�the�primary�law�
governing�relations�between�employers�
and�unions�in�the�private�sector.�It�is�a�
remedial� law� that� guarantees� workers�
the� right� to� unionize� and� bargain�
collectively�with�their�employers�or�to�
refrain� from�these�activities� if� they�so�
choose.��The�Act�was�unique�at�the�time�
of�its�passage�as�it�was�the�only�law�that�
created� a� process� by� which� workers,�
as� a� collective� unit,� could� assert� their�
rights.� � Instead� of� granting� workers�
individual� rights,� “[w]orkers� could�
gain� substantive� rights� .� .� .� [only]� by�
joining�together�in�labor�organizations�
and� using� their� collective� economic�
power� to� persuade� employers� to�
grant� employees’� rights� in� collective�
bargaining�agreements.”� �The�premise�
of� the� Act� was� that� individual� and�
group� rights� were� best� protected�

through�collective�action.��
An� employer� violates� the� Act� by�

discriminating� against� employees�
in� regard� to� hiring� or� tenure� for� the�
purpose�of�encouraging�or�discouraging�
membership�in�a�labor�organization,�or�
by�discriminating�against�an�employee�
because� of� the� employee’s� union� or�
other� group� activity� that� falls� within�
the�protection�of�the�Act.��Backpay,�as�
the� only� monetary� remedy� available�
under�the�NLRA,�is�the�most�important�
and� significant� remedy� provided� � and�
it� usually� compensates� workers� for�
lost� future� earnings,� or� “renumerable�
work�lost�because�of�discharge.”��Other�
possible� remedies� under� the� NLRA�
include�requiring�the�employer�to�post�
a�notice�about�the�violations�of�the�Act�
or� telling� the� employer� to� “cease� and�
desist”�from�its�violations.��
Congress�created�the�National�Labor�

Relations�Board�(NLRB)�to�administer�
the�NLRA.�The�functions�of�the�NLRB�
are� twofold:� (1)� to� use� secret� ballot�
elections� to� determine� if� employees�
wish� to� be� represented� by� a� union� in�
dealing� with� their� employers,� and� if�
so,� which� union,� and� (2)� to� prevent�
and� remedy� unfair� labor� practices� by�
employers� and/or� unions.� � While� the�
NLRB� governs� the� administration�
of� the� NLRA,� there� are� many�
employment� laws� that� are� enforced�
either�through�the�U.S.�Department�of�
Labor�(DOL),�which�administers� laws�
such� as� the� Federal� Labor� Standards�
Act�(FLSA)�or�the�Equal�Employment�
Opportunity� Commission� (EEOC),�
which� administers� law� such� as� Title�
VII.��FLSA�establishes�minimum�wage,�
overtime�pay,�recordkeeping,�and�youth�
employment� standards� while� Title�

VII� makes� it� illegal� to� discriminate�
against�someone�because�of�race,�color,�
religion,�sex�or�national�origin.��

b .   T h e  Re l a t i o n s h i p 
B e t w e e n  I m m i g r a t i o n 
L a w  a n d  L a b o r  a n d 
E m p l o y m e n t  L a w
It�was�only�recently�that�immigration�

enforcement� and� employment� law�
became� significantly� intertwined.��
When�the�Immigration�and�Nationality�
Act� (INA)� was� passed� in� 1952,� there�
was� no� mention� of� how� immigration�
law� would� interact� with� employment�
protections.� While� the� INA� made� it�
illegal� to� enter� the� country� without�
permission,� an� individual� who� did� so�
and�then�obtained�employment�did�not�
violate�U.S.�law.��Until�the�passage�of�
the� Immigration� Reform� and� Control�

Act�(IRCA)�of�1986,�for�the�most�
part,� courts� did� not� question� the�
right� of� undocumented� workers�
to� sue� their� employers� under�
U.S.�labor�and�employment�laws.�
Instead,� courts� consistently� held�
that�undocumented�workers�were�
able�to�sue�their�employers�under�
laws� such� as� NLRA,� FLSA� and�
Title�VII.��
The� primary� goal� of� IRCA�

is� to� deter� and� control� illegal�
immigration� into� the� United�
States.� � The� law� imposes� civil�
and� criminal� penalties� on�
employers� who� knowingly� hire�

undocumented� workers,� requires�
employers� to� verify� an� employee’s�
work� authorization� status� before�
starting� employment� and� forbids� the�
use�of�fraudulent�papers�to�obtain�legal�
employment.� � Despite� the� passage�
of� IRCA� and� the� newly� created� link�
between� immigration� status� and� the�
ability� to� obtain� lawful� employment,�
undocumented� immigrants� continued�
to�benefit�from�the�protections�of�U.S.�
labor� laws� for� many� years� without�
significant� judicial� or� legislative�
opposition.��

Justine Elliot is a third-year law student 
at Temple University Beasley School of 
Law. For the complete essay go to: www.
philadelphiabar.org/WebObjects/PBA.
woa/Contents/WebServerResources/
CMSResources/Ginsburg_Winner_2010.pdf
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There� are� lines� or� phrases� that� are� repeated� so� often� that�
I� hear� the� voice� of� Count� Rugen� in�my� head� yelling� “Stop�
saying� that!”� Used� once,� these� phrases� can� be� effective� –�
sometimes.�When�used�repetitively,�the�listener�starts�to�count�
how�many�times�you�say�the�phrase�rather�than�listen�to�your�
argument.�The� list�below�contains� the� five�worst� culprits�of�
what�I�call�“Legal�Montoyisms.”�They�are�phrases�that�either�
should�never�be�used�or�should�be�used�once�and�only�in�the�
right�situation.��

“At the end of the day.” �
We�have�all�used�this�phrase�at�some�point,�and�it�is�easy�to�

see�why�it�became�so�popular.�In�a�profession�where�strident�
advocacy� reigns,� “at� the�end�of� the�day”�sounds� like�a� soft,�
easy-chair,�put-your-feet-up-and-relax�kind�of�statement�that�
can�make�you�sound�“reasonable.”�It�also�signals�to�the�judge�
or�your�opponent�that�this�is�a�major�point�in�your�argument.�If�
an�attorney�uses�this�statement�once�at�the�end�of�her�argument,�
it�can�be�effective.�When�the�phrase�is�used�multiple�times�and�
it�is�only�10:00�a.m.,�your�listener�is�no�longer�keyed�in�that�
this�might�be�your�major�point.�The�listener�wishes�it�was�the�
end�of�the�day�and�that�you�would�stop�talking.��

“We need to think outside of the box.”�
Do�not�use�this�phrase�–�ever.�If�you�do,�you�might�as�well�

wear�a�sign�announcing�that�you�are�unoriginal,�annoying,�and�
trying�to�get�other�people�to�do�your�work�for�you.��

“It is what it is.”�
This� is� a� nonsense� phrase,� one� that� we� all� use� when� we�

run�out�of�ideas.��Voiced�late�at�night�after�hours�of�fruitless�
research,�you�get�a�pass�for�using�the�phrase.�For�associates,�
however,� you� never� get� a� pass� to� use� this� phrase� with� the�
assigning�partner.�If�you�are�tempted�to�tell�the�partner�“it�is�
what�it�is,”�why�not�just�be�honest�and�tell�her�through�blood-
shot�eyes� that�you�found�nothing�after� five�days�of� research�

and� that� you� would� rather� bang�
your�head�against� the�wall� for�20�
hours� straight� than� continue� this�
pointless� task.� Either� way,� she�
won’t�ask�you�to�do�work�for�her�
again.�

“With all due respect.”�
It� is� possible� that� actors� on� television� have� said� this�

phrase�more� than�actual� lawyers.�But,�besides�being�grossly�
overused,�the�phrase�drips�of�sarcasm.���When�you�say,�“with�
all�due�respect,”�what�you�are�really�saying�is,�“I�completely�
disagree,”��“you’re�wrong,”�or�“I�think�you’re�an�idiot.”�At�a�
minimum,�you�never,�n-e-v-e-r,�use�this�phrase�when�speaking�
to� a� judge.� Judges� do� not� like� sarcasm,� at� least� sarcasm�
directed�at�them.��Even�if�you�think�what�the�judge�is�saying�is�
so�wrong�it�hurts�your�ears,�an�overused,�sarcastic�phrase�will�
not�help�your�argument.�

“It’s a fishing expedition.”�
Next� time� you� attend� a� discovery� conference,� draw� a�

little� table� and� keep� tabs� on� how� many� times� the� lawyers�
in� the� room� accuse� their� opposing� counsel� of� conducting� a�
“fishing� expedition.”� I� once� did� this.� I� counted� seven� times�
in�49�minutes.� I� also�noted� a�direct� correlation�between� the�
words�“metadata”�and�“fishing�expedition.”�Judges�who�hear�
discovery� disputes� have� heard� this� phrase� so� many� times�
that� it�has�lost�all�meaning.� �Try�describing�your�opponents’�
document� requests� as� a� “space� voyage”� or� an� “undersea�
journey.”�If�nothing�else,�it�might�get�the�judge’s�attention.
This�list�of�“Legal�Montoyisms”�is�not�meant�to�criticize�the�

lawyer�who�finds�himself�on�the�hot�seat�in�an�oral�argument�
and,� frantically� trying� to� save� a� dying� argument� while�
ignoring� the� sweat� running�down�his� shirt,� relies� on� certain�
well-worn� phrases.�This� list� is� to� caution� you� against� using�
them�in�everyday�conversation�or�in�a�prepared�oral�argument.�
This�list,�unfortunately,�is�not�exhaustive�and�new�phrases�will�
emerge�only�to�be�repeated�so�often�that�you’ll�want�to�scream�
“Stop�saying�that!”����

Tracey Dolin Waldmann (twaldmann@schnader.com) is a 
litigation associate at Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP who 
focuses her practice in the areas of product liability and aviation 
litigation.

T
hose� of� us� who� have� watched� the� comedy� “The� Princess�
Bride”� can� easily� recite� the� following� lines:� “My� name� is�
Inigo�Montoya.�You�killed�my�father.�Prepare�to�die.”�Inigo�
Montoya�was�on�a�quest�to�kill�Count�Rugen,�who,�yes,�killed�
his�father.�When�he�finally�meets�Count�Rugen,�Montoya�re-

peatedly�recites�his�oath�until�Count�Rugen�screams�“Stop�saying�that!”

sTop sAyIng 
THAT!  

Phrases That Even Inigo Montoya 
Would Tire of Hearing
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s
ince� I� began� writing� the�
“Technology”� column� for�
The Philadelphia Lawyer 
in� 2003,� I� have� received�

numerous� questions,� including� a� few�
frequent� ones.� In� this� column,� I� will�
answer� some� of� the� most� commonly�
asked�questions.

SHOuLd I BuY A LAPTOP OR 

dESkTOP COMPuTER?

Nowadays,� this� question� has� been�
expanded� to� include� not� only� laptops,�
but� also� netbooks,� iPads� and� other�
portable�devices.�Regardless,�the�answer�
really� depends� upon�whether� you� plan�
to�use�the�laptop�outside�of�your�office�
frequently.
Laptops� have� great� appeal.� In� some�

offices,� it’s� even� a� status� issue,� i.e.,�
only� “important”� people� have� laptops,�
while� the� peons�must� survive� without.�
In�addition,�laptops�are�portable,�so�you�
can�use�them�anywhere�(although�it�still�
helps�to�have�an�outlet�available�because�
many�batteries� still� drain�quickly).�But�
most� lawyers�don’t�use�them�anywhere�
other�than�their�offices.�As�a�result,�their�
laptop� computers� are� merely� portable�
computers�that�never�(or�virtually�never)�
leave�their�offices.
If� you� generally� do� not� take� your�

laptop� with� you� (whether� to� court,� to�
clients’�offices,� to�meetings,� etc.),� then�
you� are� better� served� purchasing� a�
desktop�computer,�because�desktop�PCs�
are�less�expensive�than�laptops,�they�are�
easier�to�repair�(the�cost�of�repairing�or�
replacing� a� laptop� screen� can� be�more�

than� the� cost� of� the� computer),� and�
–� most� importantly� –� they� generally�
process�information�more�quickly.�Thus,�
for� most� users,� a� desktop� computer�
offers� numerous� practical� advantages�
over�a�portable�one.
There� is� a� practical� alternative,�

however,�to�owning�one�office�laptop.�If�
your�office�only�has�the�need�for�portable�
computing� on� a� relatively� infrequent�
basis,� or� only� plans� to� use� it� in� court/
at� trial,� then� purchase� one� powerful�
laptop,� and� configure� it�with� all� of� the�
software�you�anticipate�using�(you�will�
need�fewer�licenses�than�if�you�install�it�
on�many�computers).�This�way,�you�will�
have� one� computer� that� everyone� can�
use�that�is�courtroom-ready,�without�the�
additional�cost�of�outfitting�everyone.
WHY dO I HAVE TO kNOW ABOuT 

LAW-RELATEd TECHNOLOGY?

The� real� question� is:� “By� failing� to�
use�the�latest�technology,�does�a�lawyer�
violate� his� or� her� obligation� to� act�
competently� on� behalf� of� a� client?”� In�
my�view,�the�answer�is�“yes.”�After�all,�
would� you� want� to� receive� treatment�
from� a� physician� who� didn’t� use�
MRIs� and� other� tests� because� “those�
newfangled�tests�weren’t�around�when�I�
graduated�from�medical�school?”
� Pennsylvania� Rule� of�

Professional� Conduct� 1.1� states� “A�
lawyer� shall� provide� competent�
representation� to� a� client.� Competent�
representation� requires� the� legal�
knowledge,� skill,� thoroughness� and�
preparation� reasonably� necessary�

for� the� representation.”� (emphasis� in�
original).� Further,� Comment� 6� of� the�
Rule� (“Maintaining� Competence”)�
states� that� “To� maintain� the� requisite�
knowledge� and� skill,� a� lawyer� should�
keep�abreast�of�changes� in� the� law�and�
its�practice,�engage�in�continuing�study�
and� education� and� comply� with� all�
continuing�legal�education�requirements�
to�which�the�lawyer�is�subject.”�
According� to� the� American� Bar�

Association,� “Competence� in� using�
a� technology� can� be� a� requirement�
of� practicing� law.� Requirements� for�
technological� competence� may� appear�
as�part�of�rules�of�Professional�Conduct,�
Continuing� Legal� Education� (CLE)�
programs,� and� malpractice� insurance�
premium�credits.”
By� using� technology� –� but� not�

necessarily� becoming� a� “legal� geek”�
–� a� lawyer� can� locate,� create,� modify�
and� review� documents� more� quickly,�
annotate� transcripts� more� efficiently,�
stay�abreast�of�changes�in�the�law�with�
the�click�of�a�mouse,�and�re-create�and�
present� evidence� in� ways� that� offer�
juries� and� judges� greater� insight� into�
how�events� transpired.� It� can�also�help�
them� avoid� situations� that�may� lead� to�
legal�malpractice.
For� litigators� (and�every� lawyer�who�

has� a� client� that�may� ever� be� involved�
in� litigation),� the� law� has� changed�
dramatically� in� recent� years,� with�
no� issue� more� at� the� forefront� than�
electronic� discovery.� To� the� naïve,�
electronic� discovery� (commonly�

TechnologyTechnology Technology
Frequently Asked Questions Answered

BY dANIEL J. SIEGEL
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known�as�“e-discovery”)�deals�with�the�
preservation,� production� and� review�of�
materials�electronically.�But�it�is�more.�
E-discovery�encompasses�a�major�part�

of� the� changes� in� the�Federal�Rules� of�
Civil�Procedure,�and�requires�attorneys�
to� understand� the� implications� of� how�
their� clients� create,� revise� and� store�
everything� from� e-mail� to� Word� (and�
WordPerfect)� documents,� among� other�
things.� By� failing� to� understand� how�
these� and� other� laws� and� regulations�
impact� their� clients,� lawyers� not� only�
do� not� provide� the� best� representation�
possible,� they� may� also� expose�
themselves� to� liability� for� professional�
negligence.�
In� sum,� lawyers� who� choose� to� fall�

well�behind�the�technology�curve�do�so�
at�their�own�risk.�Thus,�while�failing�to�
utilize�cutting-edge�or�even�mainstream�
technology� –� or� failing� to� understand�
changes� in� laws,� rules� and� regulations�
impact� their� clients� –� may� not� be�
unethical,�it�is�certainly�far�from�the�best�
practice� –� either� for� your� office� or� for�
your�clients.

WHAT ARE THE BASIC 

PRECAuTIONS MY OFFICE NEEdS 

TO TAkE?

While� this� question� is� very� general,�
it� demonstrates� how� far� many� firms�
need�to�go.�First,�regardless�how�much�
technology� you� use� (e.g.,� your� “only”�
use� of� technology� is� Microsoft� Word�
and�Microsoft�Outlook),�you�must�back�
up� your� data.� It� is� frequently� said� that�
it� is� not� a� question� of� if,� but� when,� a�
computer�or� server�will� fail,� and�all�of�
the�data�on�it�can�never�be�recovered.�
Thus,� it� is� critical� that� your� office�

implement� regular,� automated� backups�
of� all� computers� and� servers� on�which�
client-related� files� are� stored.� There�
are�numerous�ways�to�do�so.�There�are�
online� services� that� will� automatically�
backup� data� and� store� the� information�
offsite.�Alternatively,� many� firms� uses�
onsite� backup� systems� that� allow� them�
to� quickly� restore� data� should� there� be�
a�crash.
In� addition� to� performing� regular�

backups,� you� should� perform� routine�
maintenance� on� all� computers� and�

servers,�including:
•��Installing�all�software�updates,�
including�“service�packs”�and�
“maintenance�released,”�such�as�those�
available�from�Microsoft�and�other�
vendors;

•��Using�antivirus�software,�which�is�
automatically�updated�to�protect�users�
from�viruses,�malware�and�spyware;

•��Cleaning�your�keyboards�so�that�they�
do�not�stop�working�because�they�are�
filled�with�dust�and�dirt;�

•��Utilizing�firewalls�to�assure�that�you�
prevent�unauthorized�access�to�your�
computers�and�servers;�and,

•��Performing�a�variety�of�routine�
maintenance�operations,�as�outlined�
in�my�Fall�2006�column,�“Time�for�a�
Tune�Up”�(send�me�an�e-mail�and�I’ll�
forward�a�copy�to�you).
Your� office� should� also� establish�

written� e-mail,� computer� and� Internet-
use� policies,� outlining� permissible�
and� prohibited� use� of� computers,� and�
require� that� all� employees� receive� and�
sign�acknowledgements�confirming�that�
they� understand� and� will� comply� with�
these�policies.�You�should�also�conduct�
random� inspections� of� employee�
computers� to�assure� that� all� employees�
are� complying� with� the� policies,� and�
take�appropriate�disciplinary�actions� in�
the�event�an�employee�violates�a�rule.
Finally,� you� should� require� all� users�

to� enter� a� unique� login� and� password�
when�accessing�their�computers�and�the�
firm’s�network.�While�common�in�larger�
firms�and�businesses,�these�policies�can�
be�invaluable.�By�failing�to�institute�this�
type�of�security�measure,�your�firm�may�
be�vulnerable�to�a�disgruntled�employee,�
who�could�steal�or�destroy�critical�data.
Most� law� firms� face� similar�

technology� issues.� In� future� columns,�
I� will� continue� to� try� to� address� those�
matters.�Feel�free�to�send�me�an�e-mail�
at�the�address�below.�

Daniel J. Siegel (dan@danieljsiegel.com), 
a member of the Editorial Board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, is a local attorney 
who operates the Law Offices of Daniel 
J. Siegel, LLC and is the president of 
Integrated Technology Services, LLC. 

Tablet Computers Set  
to overtake netbooks 

By� 2015,� nearly� one� in� four� personal�
computers�sold�to�American�consumers�
will�be�tablet�devices,�according�to�For-
ester�Research.

Forester�already�expects�iPads�and�oth-
er� tablets� to�outsell�netbook�computers�
by�2012,�even� though�netbooks�helped�
steer�the�computer�industry�through�the�
recession.

Apple� Computer� has� sold� more� than�
1� million� iPads� per� month� since� its�
April� debut.� Other� computer� makers�
have� been� frantically� trying� to� make�
up� ground.� Dell,� Research� in� Motion,�
Hewlett-Packard,� Acer,� LG� and� Sam-
sung�have�all�announced�plans�for�tablet�
or�slate�computers.�

Half of Law Firms to Spend 
More on iT, Study Finds

Nearly�half�of�U.S.�law�firms�plan�to�in-
crease�spending�on�information�technol-
ogy�(IT),�according�to�a�new�study�from�
CompTIA,� the�nonprofit� trade�associa-
tion�for�the�IT�industry.

Many� law� firms� will� focus� their� IT�
spending� on� core� investments,� such� as�
notebook�PCs�(24�percent�of�firms�sur-
veyed� intend� to�buy),�desktop�PCs� (22�
percent)�and�smart�phones�(22�percent).

But�the�survey�also�reveals�that�a�grow-
ing� number� of� law� firms� will� explore�
a� range� of� emerging� technologies� as� a�
means� to� address� areas� of� dissatisfac-
tion�with� IT,� which� include� reliability,�
mismatch�of� features�and�needs,� insuf-
ficient�support�and�total�cost�of�owner-
ship.�Additionally,�lawyers�cite�mobility�
and�better�remote�functionality�as�their�
greatest�unmet�technology�needs.

Over� the� next� year,� 14� percent� of� law�
firms� plan� to� invest� in� some� type� of�
cloud� computing� or� software-as-a-ser-
vice�solution.�

Tech   brieFS
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BlackBerry’s new Torch 9800 is Research in Motion’s first smartphone to combine a keyboard 
and a touchscreen as well as the new BlackBerry 6 operating system. Apple’s wildly popular iPhone 
4 also boasts a new operating system. Both phones let you send e-mail, check the web, use social 
media and yes, make phone calls.

Tech  
UPDATE

Features apple iphone 4 BlackBerry torch 9800

Display 3.5” Display; 960 x 640 pixel 
resolution

3.2” 360 x 480 capacitive touch 
screen Display

keyBoarD touch screen 35 key Full qwerty Backlit sliDe-
out keyBoarD

processor apple a4 chip (speeD unknown) 624 mhz processor with 512 mB 
Flash memory

size 4.5” x 2.3” x 0.37” 4.4” (5.8” open) x 2.4” x o.57”

weight 4.8 ounces 5.68 ounces

operating system ios4 BlackBerry 6 os

storage capacity 16 or 32 gB Flash Drive
4 gB Built in memory plus a micro 
sD/sDhD memory carD slot that 
supports up to 32 gB carDs

camera
Dual camera with 8-megapixel 
primary camera anD 1.3 
megapixel Front-Facing 
seconDary camera

5 mp camera with Flash, 
continuous auto Focus, image 
staBilization, scene moDes, geo-
tagging anD zoom

viDeo recorDing 720p, up to 30 Frames per 
seconD, Built-in viDeo eDiting

5 mp camera with Flash, 
conitinuous auto Focus, image 
staBilization, scene moDes, geo-
tagging anD zoom

viDeo conFerencing yes, via wi-Fi  only not availaBle

Battery liFe 7 hours oF talk time 5.8 hours oF talk time

service proviDer at&t at&t

price $200 For 16 gB version
$300 For 32 gB version

$199
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Book review

A�new� author� has� entered� the�legal�thriller�genre�and�he�is�off�
to� a� good� start.�The Concrete 

Lawyer,� written� by� Adam� Barrist,� a�
Philadelphia� lawyer� who� graduated�
from�the�University�of�Pennsylvania�and�
Villanova�Law�School,�is�an�entertaining,�
easy-to-read�book.��
The�narrator�of�the�story,�Alex�Brown,�

is� a� young� attorney�working� at� a� high-
pressure� firm� with� no� business� of� his�
own.� Like� many� young� attorneys,� he�
works�long�hours,�and�struggles�between�
devoting�the�time�necessary�to�establish�
himself� as� a� well-reputed� attorney� and�
spending� time�with� his�wife� and� child.�
In� the� middle� of� his� struggles,� Alex�
finally� hits� the� lottery� with� his� career�
and� is� being� asked� to� represent� three�
clients� with� large� books� of� business.�
He�believes�that�with�these�new�clients,�
fame� and� fortune� are� sure� to� follow.�
What�could�possibly�go�wrong?
What� follows� are� twists� and� turns�

as� Alex� learns� more� about� his� clients�
and� the� businesses� in� which� they� are�
involved.�Two�of�these�clients�are�local�
and�each�has�problems�of�his�own.�The�
other�client�pays�his�firm�a�large�retainer�
and� brings� him� on� a� trip� to� Paris,� the�
sister�city�of�Philadelphia,�in�a�first-class�
seat�on�an�international�flight.�However,�
when� Alex� arrives,� he� discovers� that�
he� was� chosen� by� that� client� for� an�
immoral,� and� even� criminal,� purpose,�
rather�than�for�his�sharp�legal�skills�and�
ability� to� speak� fluent� French.� As� the�
story�progresses,�Alex� learns�how�each�
of� his� new� clients� are� interrelated� in� a�
scheme� that�will�cause�him� to�not�only�
risk�his�career,�but�his�life�as�well.��
Through� his� narration,� the� main�

character� is� thoroughly� developed.� At�

times,�you�like�him,�while�at�other�times,�
you�wonder�how�an�intelligent�attorney�
can�be�so�naïve.�The�people�surrounding�
him�also�have�both�likable�and�unlikable�
characteristics� and� pull� the� main�
character�in�many�different�directions.
At�many�moments,�this�is�a�book�that�

is�hard�to�put�down.�The�beginning�is�a�
bit�slow�as�the�characters�are�developed�
and� settings� are� described.� The� author�
refers� to� many� real� sites� and� sounds�
of� Philadelphia� and� Paris,� as� well� as�
fictional� places,� and� provides� detailed�
descriptions�of�both.�At�times,�the�reader�
may�find�that� the�descriptions�were�too�
detailed�and�the�phonetic�spelling�of�the�
French� and� Philadelphia� accents� made�
the� dialogue� difficult� to� understand;�

however,�most�of�that�can�be�overlooked�
in�view�of�the�several�references�made�to�
the�beloved�Philadelphia�Phillies.
Throughout�the�book,�and�particularly,�

toward�the�end,�there�are�several�twists,�
albeit,� for� those� who� read� or� watch�
legal� thrillers,� some� may� be� a� bit� too�
predictable.
Overall,� this� is� a� well-written,�

entertaining� story.� It� is� definitely� ideal�
for� those�who� enjoy� legal� thrillers� and�
just�want�to�escape�from�the�realities�of�
everyday�life.��

Kim R. Jessum, of counsel to Stradley 
Ronon Stevens & Young, LLP, is editor-
in-chief of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

By kIM R. JESSuM

the Concrete Lawyer
Written by Adam Barrist 
iUniverse, 404 pages, $22.95

From Philadelphia to Paris
Local Attorney’s Young Lawyer Grapples
with International Intrigue
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1990

Philadelphia Bar Association’s Bench-Bar & Exposition

That Was Then

Marlene F. Lachman, Supreme Court prothonotary (left photo, from left), 
André L. Dennis, chair of the Association’s Bill of Rights and Minorities 
in the Profession Committees, and Eric L. Settle of the YLS Executive 
Committee attended the Friday night reception of the 1990 Bench-Bar 
Conference & Exposition at the B&O Railroad Museum in Baltimore. 
Association Assistant Treasurer Alan M. Feldman (right photo) and his 
law partner Carol Nelson Shepherd at the opening of the 32nd annual 
conference.
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